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Call to June 2007 Continuing Committee
Meeting
Including tentative agenda.

May 25, 2007

Dear Continuing Committee members, other Meeting representatives and all involved in matters to
come before the Continuing Committee:

I hope you are all able to attend the meeting of the Continuing Committee of Intermountain Yearly
Meeting to be held at Ghost Ranch from 1:15 to 4:00 pm on Wednesday, June 13, 2007, now less than
three weeks away!

I am sending as an attachment and also below a proposed agenda for the meeting, and several
documents related to the agenda. These materials will also be posted in the Continuing Committee
folder at imym.org. If there are other matters needing to come before the committee that have escaped
my attention please send me an email as soon as possible.

I look forward to our work and fellowship together.

Yours in the Light,

Eric Wright

IMYM Continuing Committee Meeting

Wednesday, June 13, 2007,1:15— 4:oo pm

(Lower Pavilion, Ghost Ranch)

Proposed Agenda Items

1. Opening silence.

2. Approval of minutes from the January 2007 Continuing Committee meetings in
Denver. (Minutes to be sent out directly by Recording Clerk Phil Brewster)

3. Review of results of major discussions in January and recommendations to be
conveyed to the Yearly Meeting Business sessions:

approval ofproceeding with exploration of IMYM affiliation with Friends General
Conference;

• lack of unity on affiliation with Quaker Earthcare Witness at this time;
• recognition of the need for continued study and dialogue within IMYM seeking

fuller understanding and deeper unity on issues of migrant and border concerns.

4. Brief review of any pressing issues for the successful management of this year’s
gathering-- urgent needs for help or guidance?
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5. Request from Wyoming Friends Fellowship for “sojourning membership” in IMYM.

6. Proposed minute from Las Cruces Monthly Meeting on War Tax Resistance, received
too late for consideration at January Continuing Committee. (See Las Cruces Minute and
related NY Yearly Meeting statement at imym.org.)

7. Action taken by the Continuing Committee Clerk waiving registration fees for Los
Angeles AFSC staff to coordinate bookstore at this year’s IMYM gathering, and possible
implications for other gathering attendees from other organizations.

8. Proposal included in FWCC report asking that IMYM funds normally budgeted and set
aside for our Representatives travel to the FWCC triennial be sent directly to FWCC until
three years before the next triennial, currently delayed until 2012. (See FWCC report at
imym.org)

9. Review of other financial matters in Finance Committee report and budget
recommendations to the Yearly Meeting.

10. Any other matters to come before the Continuing Committee? (Please contact the
Clerk ahead of time if possible.)
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IMYM Continuing Committee Meeting
Wednesday, June 13, 2007, 1:15 — 4:00 pm

(Lower Pavilion, Ghost Ranch)

Proposed Agenda Items

1. Opening silence.
2. Approval of minutes from the January 2007 Continuing Committee

meetings in Denver. (Minutes to be sent out directly by Recording
Clerk Phil Brewster)

3. Review of results of major discussions in January and
recommendations to be conveyed to the Yearly Meeting Business
sessions:
• approval of proceeding with exploration of IMYM affiliation with

Friends General Conference;
• lack of unity on affiliation with Quaker Earthcare Witness at this

time;
• recognition of the need for continued study and dialogue within

IMYM seeking fuller understanding and deeper unity on issues of
migrant and border concerns.

4. Brief review of any pressing issues for the successful management
of this year’s gathering-- urgent needs for help or guidance?

5. Request from Wyoming Friends Fellowship for “sojourning
membership” in IMYM.

6. Proposed minute from Las Cruces Monthly Meeting on War Tax
Resistance, received too late for consideration at January
Continuing Committee. (See Las Cruces Minute and related NY
Yearly Meeting statement at imym.org.)

7. Action taken by the Continuing Committee Clerk waiving registration
fees for Los Angeles AFSC staff to coordinate bookstore at this
year’s IMYM gathering, and possible implications for other gathering
attendees from other organizations.

8. Proposal included in FWCC report asking that IMYM funds normally
budgeted and set aside for our Representatives travel to the FWCC
triennial be sent directly to FWCC until three years before the next
triennial, currently delayed until 2012. (See FWCC report at
imym.org)

9. Review of other financial matters in Finance Committee report and
budget recommendations to the Yearly Meeting.

10. Any other matters to come before the Continuing Committee?
(Please contact the Clerk ahead of time if possible.)
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Proposed Minute Concerning War Tax
Resistance
A proposed minute from Las Cruses Monthly Meeting.

January 21st 2007

Las Cruces Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends requests that Intermountain Yearly
Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends consider adopting the following minute;

“Our religious convictions lead us to take a stand against war. There are many ways to do this, one of
which is tax resistance. We support those who feel called to war tax resistance.”

PRESS RELEASE

Quakers Issue Statement against Paying for War

(4-7-06): Quakers from New York State and parts of New Jersey and Connecticut have issued a
statement affirming that the use of their taxes to pay for war violates their religious conviction and their
faith in the Power of the Living Spirit to bring peace and prosperity in this world.

Representatives of New York Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, the umbrella
organization for Quaker meetings and churches in the tri-state area, approved the following minute at
their Spring Business Sessions on April 1:

“The Living Spirit works to givejoy, peace and prosperity through love, integrity and compassionate
justice among people. We are united in this Power. We acknowledge thatpayingfor war violates our
religious conviction. We will witness to this religious conviction in each ofour communities.”

This statement reflects Quakers’ steadfast testimony that any participation in war, including payment of
taxes for war, is a violation of our faith. By compelling support of war making through taxation, our
government and political leaders have forced many people of faith to subordinate God’s Word to the
dictates of the state. The statement seeks to uphold a foundational principle of our nation that freedom
to practice our religious faith is a matter of moral imperative, and is not dependent upon the grace of
rights or privileges granted by the legislature.

For nearly 350 years, members of the Religious Society of Friends, commonly known as Quakers, have
upheld a testimony of peace and nonviolence that embodies their belief that God’s spirit, present in
every person, empowers all of us to resolve disputes without resort to the machinery of war. Quakers,
Mennonites and other faiths came to the New World to escape persecutions in Europe for their religious
convictions. The work of these “peace churches” in the United States eventually led to the legal
recognition of the right of all persons not to be forced into military service in violation of their
conscience. To date, however, the United States government has failed to respect the right of religious
conscience, recognized by the First Amendment’s guarantee of free exercise of religion, not to be
compelled to support war through the collection of taxes.

The US Congress has before it legislation introduced by Congressman John Lewis of Georgia and
supported by 35 Representatives — H.R. 2631 (the “Religious Freedom Peace Tax Fund Bill”) — that
would provide conscientious objectors to military taxation with an option. Individuals who establish a
sincere religious objection would have their tax payments directed towards nonviolent and
life-affirming means for protecting and promoting national security, consistent with their faith. Until
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that time, many Quakers and others are being forced to choose between being faithful to their religious
convictions and being in compliance with our federal tax laws.

“As a religious body, we cannot in good conscience support war, and we have borne that witness for over
350 years,” said Christopher Sammond, General Secretary of New York Yearly Meeting. “We are clear
that violence only begets more violence, in a never ending cycle of horror that diminishes all
humankind. Being required to pay almost half our taxes to support war-making is a violation of our
religious convictions, and we will be seeking ways to redress this, individually and corporately.”

For further information contact:
Helen Garay Toppins Administrative
Secretary New York Yearly Meeting
15 Rutherford Place
New York, New York 10003
212-673-5750 or office@www.nyym.org
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Minute on Immigration Approved by
Albuquerque Friends Meeting, April 1, 2007

Quaker testimonies on equality call us to respect the dignity of all
human beings. We regard immigration through the lens of that
testimony. Both civil and spiritual values lead us to respect and
welcome the stranger. Our faith and civil duty call us to oppose
conditions that indenture others in the name of economics.

We recognize a relationship between relatively inexpensive goods and
services and a lack of legal protections for immigrant workers. We
dedicate ourselves to work towards deeper understanding and to act to
correct historical injustices, economic imbalances and other root
causes that are driving forces behind the movement of people across
borders. We dedicate ourselves to study and prayer on local and global
issues of migration and humane solutions to situations of social and
economic injustice.

We oppose the militarization of the Mexico-US border, including the
building of the wall and the deployment of troops. We call for
immediate and adequate provision to assure the safety of persons who
migrate for economic reasons as well as for those who seek refuge.
Offering of humanitarian assistance to people who do not have
appropriate documentation should not be a crime.

We support comprehensive immigration reform, including:
I Reasonably regulated safe passage for migrants and refugees;

I An orderly, equitable and efficient system for admitting immigrants
legally, incorporating respect for civil and human rights;

I A fair and reasonable path to permanent residency and citizenship for
all immigrants, whether they arrived initially as immigrants or
temporary workers, or whether they have been living and working here
without legal documentation;

I Support for families divided by immigration laws and realities;

I Enforcement of fair labor laws and health and safety standards in the
workplace, regardless of the immigration status of the workers;

I Reworking of U.S. immigration detention policies to alleviate the
present judicial system crisis and end needless trauma for immigrant
detainees and their families; and

I Radical alteration of the guest worker program to address the
disparity in power between guest workers and their employers and to no
longer tie guestworkers to a single employer, which is the major source
of abuse and exploitation.



Excerpt from FWCC report to IMYM Spring 2007 (Chris Viavant)

The World Office Executive Committee has confirmed their decision
to postpone the subsequent Triennial, probably to 2012. This
decision is partly financial, but more importantly the delay will
provide time to season and find guidance regarding growing concerns
and difficulties for Friends from developing nations who face
increasing barriers to traveling to the United States and Europe.

The IMYM Committee for FWCC notes the progress that the Section of
the Americas has made in improving our financial outcomes each
year, and of the significant efforts of the Section Staff and
Development Committee in raising both the profile of FWCC and fund
for operations. We are also mindful of Intermountain Yearly
Meeting’s own financial needs. We are requesting that the IMYM
Meeting for Worship for Business approve the following action. The
IMYM Finance Committee will include our historic practice of
budgeting $1,500 each year for FWCC. However, rather than keeping
these funds in reserve to support travel costs for our
representatives to attend the next Triennial, the Treasurer will
remit this amount directly to the Section of the Americas office as
an annual contribution. We ask that this continue until we are
three years out from the next Triennial, at which time these funds
will again be held in reserve as has been our practice. The
Committee anticipates that this would be in effect for 2008 and
2009 at the minimum. We also recommend that Finance Committee
continue to budget $500 per year to be held in reserve until the
next Triennial to be sent directly to the World Office to support
the travel costs of Friends whose own Yearly Meetings have fewer
financial resources than ours.



MaruhlO,2007
1306 Kearney Street
Laramie, Wyoming, 82070

Intennountain Yearly Meeting
Religious Society of Friends
Rebecca Henderson, Clerk
P.O. Box 5662
Santa Fe, New Mexico, 87502

Greetings:

There is interest among us, the Wyoming Friends Meeting, to see if there is a
‘proper fit’ for us in a western unprogranuned yearly meeting. We are not ready to make
any hasty (in Quaker-time!) decisions. Therefore, we are proceeding with a two-pronged
long-term agenda and a single short-term agenda.

One pert of our long-term agenda is to request your consideration for us to have a
sojourning relationship with you. For the other part of our long-term agenda we are
making the same request of North Pacific Yearly Meeting. The single short-term agenda
is our request for consideration to be affiliated with Friends General Conference as an
isolated meeting.

Our essential problem is geography: our ‘monthly’ meeting encompasses 94,O00
square miles—the State of Wyoming. In Quaker-language we are a ‘monthly’ meeting.
Our stnicture is very reminiscent of early English Friends who coped with the similar
situation of small numbers and relatively long distances between them. Our one
‘monthly’ meeting consists of weekly meetings for worship in five communities:
Laramie, Lander, Dubois, Jackson and Sheridan. The weekly meetings for worship are
attended by varying numbers: usually from four to fourteen persons. Our newsletter
mailing list, an indicator of the number of members, attendees, keep-in-touch persons,
currently consists of 72 names.

We function as a Monthly Meeting when we gather for an entire weekend—four
or five times a year—on an annual rotation among our communities. We begin late
Friday afternoon; we end after lunch on Sunday. During this time we have Meeting for
Worship, Meeting for Business, committee meetings, social concerns, worship sharing,
thoughtful/thought-provoking programs, visiting, hiking and generally enjoying the
fellowship. All meals are potluck. The host meeting extends hospitality to those from a
distance.

Historically, our meeting dates back to 1966 when Elizabeth Jensen invited
Friends, Fellowship of Reconciliation members and like-minded folks to her ranch north
of Cheyenne for a June Sunday Meeting for Worship, a ‘weighty Friend’ as program
speaker and a pot luck dinner under the huge cottonwood trees in her yard. Some 40
years later, four from those early days are still with us. In 1990 we formally organized
the Wyoming Friends Meeting. While finally “being a Meeting” gave us cohesion, focus



and a voice in Wyoming affairs, we have come to realize we want to have “our pLace”

within the Society of Friends.

While those of us in Laramie are relatively close to some of the Colorado IMYM

meetings and those in Jackson are similarly relatively close to Logan (Utah) Friends of

IMYM, those in Sheridan regularly attend Montana Gathering of Friends—a quarterly

meeting ofNorth Pacific Yearly Meeting. And then there are the Lander-Dubois Friends

and the few folks in Casper who are a long ways from either IMYM or NPYM meetings.

With distances among ourselves being such a significant reality, we hesitate to commit

our Laramie people to be involved in Montana Quaker affairs and likewise hesitate to

commit our Sheridan people to be involved in Colorado Quaker affairs.

As we do not know the answers, nor do we know our compatibility with Friends

from either yearly meeting, we are requesting a sQjourning relationship as a way to find

some answers.

To us a sojourning relationship means we learn more about each other: how we

conduct our affairs, how we seek to enhance our spiritual experiences, how we increase

our knowledge of Quakerism. what the financial obligations will be, what the committee

commitments will be, what is the focus of outreach, which social concerns receive

attention and how is social action expressed. To be determined is whether you like us and

whether we like you.

Therefore, with this letter we seek to open paths of communication and inter

visitation—as we mutually search for the answers.

IN FRIENDLY FELLOWSH1,

ILDA HANSEN, Clerk
Wyoming Friends Meeting

<matildahansen(aol.com>

C: North Pacific Yearly Meeting
Friends General Conference



March 10, 2007
1306 Kearney Street
Laranije, Wyoming, 82070

Advancement and Outreach Committee
Friends General Conference
1216 Arch Street, 2B
Philadelphia, PA, 19107

Dear Friends,

Since a considerable time prior to Deborah and Rebecca Flames visit with WyomingFriends Meeting in January 2005, we have been in the consideration-mode concerning affiliationwith Friends General Conference with the status of an isolated meeting. Because of our location
we are indeed geographically ‘isolated’ from F’riends.

At our Meeting for Business on January 27, 2007—again here in Laramie—we decidedwe want to begin the process of affiliation with Friends General Conference. This is part of oursearch for our ‘place’ within the Society of Friends. We wish to have a more formal ‘connection’
with other Friends; as well as being in a position for other Friends to know of our existence.

Besides the very good visit we had with Deborah and Rebecca, five of us were able toattend the 2006 FGC Gathering at Tacoma and Judy Wingerd attended one of the weekend
Continuing Committee Sessions in Maryland. Some of us have éxpressed interest in attendingthe 2007 Gathering in Wisconsin.

Whatever the process entails, this letter is to indicate our wish to begin this exploration.

In addition to this request for affiliation with Friends General Conference, there is interest
among us to see if there is a ‘proper fit’ for us with a western yearly meeting. The
unprogrammed yearly meeting relatively close to us (up to 1,000 miles plus) is Intermountain
Yearly Meeting, though one of their monthly meetings (Fort Collins) is within 100 miles of us.

The other western unprogrammed yearly meeting is North Pacific. Though one of their
quarterly meetings—Montana-—-has individuai meetings 500 to 800 miles from us—the distance
is even greater for significant interaction with the larger body of the yearly meeting. Even with
this quite considerable distance between North Pacific and us, we are not ruling out a permanent
relationship with them without first knowing more about them.

Geographically speaking, we Wyoming Friends are faced with the reality that our search
for ‘our place among Friends’ encompasses the western one-third of continental United States.

Therefore, as part of ‘finding our place’, the Meeting for Business asked me to send a
letter to the Clerks of both North Pacific and Intermouritain Yearly Meetings requesting that
we—Wyoming Friends —embark on a ‘sojouming relationship’ with each. In both instances we
want to learn more about them, how they conduct themselves, what may be their spiritual focus,
what the financial obligations will be, what the committee commitments will be, what is the



focus of their outreach and what are their social concerns. We also want to know whether they-
like-us and whether we-like-them.

We do not want to be rushed into making any final decisions.

Therefore—rn the short term we are requesting affiliation with Friends General
Conference—to have a place within the Society of Friends;

—in the long term—there may be a suitable yearly meeting affiliation for us but
what that may be is at this time unknown.

SWTCERELY,

MATILDA HANSEN, Clerk
Wyoming Friends Meeting
matildahansen@aol.com



Call to the January 2007 Continuing Committee Meeting
Intermountain Yearly Meeting Continuing Committee

Eric Wright, Clerk, 2455 Race Street, Denver, CO 80205
(303) 377-8367 imymccclerkyahoo.com

December 13, 2006

Dear Friends,
As a Continuing Committee Representative, Clerk of a Monthly Meeting without a representative,
or a member of Executive Committee, you are requested to attend the Continuing Committee
Meeting in Denver, Colorado, January 26 and 27 of 2007. Conveners of Worship Groups are also
invited to attend, or to send a representative.
I have attached a brief schedule, and a registration form. Please respond via email or snail mail as
soon as convenient, so that Mountain View Friends can arrange places for you to stay, and rides to
and from the airport, train depot or bus station, as needed. I will send additional “documents in
advance”, including responses to the Fall Letter, a more detailed agenda, and a map to the Mountain
View Friends Meetinghouse, in early January.
If you have received this as an email, and cannot open the attachments, let me know at once, and I
will send the documents snail mail. All these documents will also be posted on the LMYM website,
www.imym.org (some Friends have found it possible to download documents from there that they
could not access as e-mail attachments).
For those of you who wish to review it, the website also includes the IMYM Guide description of
the Continuing Committee, its activities, and the duties of members. Some of these duties you
should already be engaged in, as follows:
1. To present to their Monthly Meetings or Worship Groups the Fall Letter received in the
autumn from the Continuing Committee Clerk for consideration by all Friends in IMYM.
I hope that you have been able to consider the Fall Letter with your Monthly Meeting, or will be
doing so soon.
2. To send written responses to the queries contained in the Fall Letter, to the Continuing
Committee Clerk, at a minimum of two weeks prior to the mid-winter meeting of Continuing
Committee.
No doubt you will soon be sending me the written response from your Monthly Meeting, if you
have not already done so. We have asked that these be sent by December 26 if possible.
3. To meet in winter (this January) at a place (Denver, CO) determined by its clerk. Main
purpose, and preparation for, the winter Continuing Committee Meeting include:
a. To finalize the plans for IMYM 2007. (Not begin planning. Finish planning.)
b. Task groups, committees and individuals responsible for activities during the annual week will
have completed their planning, and will bring proposed schedule/plans to the January Continuing
Committee meeting.
Information that will go in the IMYM Registration forms needs to be brought to the January
meeting, so that we can make needed changes, and hand it over to the Registrar team. Our
Registrars will be mailing out IMYIvI Registration information, (and posting it on a web site), in
early spring.
I look forward with great pleasure to meeting with you in January.

Eric Wright



IMYM CONTINUING COMMITTEE MEETING: January 26 - 27, 2007
Mountain View Friends Meeting, 2280 S. Columbine St., Denver, Colorado

For directions or any help needed call Eric Wright’s cell phone 720-334-3430 r Judy
Danielson 720-244-1693.

Schedule and Draft Agenda

Friday, January 26
(No separate Executive Comm. Meeting scheduled-- Nominating Committee meeting 4-6 pm)
4:30 to 6:30 pm—Gather at Mountain View Meeting, 2280 S. Columbine Street

Supper will be provided at Mountain View Meeting House

6:30 to 8:30 pm—Continuing Committee Meeting, Session I

(SYF and JYF will meet at the Meetinghouse Friday night)
Welcome and Opening Worship
Report on Speaker and Theme for IMYM 07 — Rebecca Henderson
Early Days Seminars and Interest Group Progress Report — Mary Burton Riseley
Worship Sharing Report — Jerry Peterson
IMYM on site Bookstore Report — Marilyn Hayes
Doll Project Report — Linda Smoke
Nominating Committee Progress Report —Annette Kowal

8:30—Adjourn and Pick up by Mountain View hosts.

SYF will stay with their FAPs at the Thron-Webers’ (6739 Montview Blvd., 303-377-4059).
SYF and JYF will meet beginning Friday evening apart from the adult Continuing Committee
to plan their activities, reporting their plans early Saturday afternoon.)

Saturday, January 21

Breakfast with Mountain View hosts. Saturday Sessions at Mountain View Meetinghouse.

8:45 am to 10:45 am—Continuing Committee Session #2

Children’s Yearly Meeting Progress Report — Eric Swanson & Gretchen Reinhardt
Faith & Practice Report-- Jim Coates
Report from IMYM Spiritual Formation Program
Intervisitation and the Brinton Visitor Program
Operations & Ghost Ranch Liaison Report — Tom Kowal & Jim Coates

10:45 am to 12:00 noon —Small Groups: Responses to Queries by Meetings

12:00 noon to 1:30pm —lunch in the Meeting House, provided by Mountain View



Saturday, January 21 cont.

1:30 pm to 3:30 pm — Continuing Committee Session #3

Reports from Small Groups -- Action needed on Fall Queries?
Joint Service Project report—Glen Trostle
SYF and JYF Reports
Review of the Schedule

3:30 to 4:00 pm —coffee and tea and snack break

4:00 to 6:00 pm—Continuing Committee Session #4

Registrar’s Report— Fran Boler & Joann Cowan
Finance Committee Report — Bob Schroeder
Treasurer’s Report —John Kretzmann
Closing worship

6:00 pm: Dinner on your own, and a free evening together and/or with your hosts.

Sunday, January 22
Worship at Mountain View: 9:00 am—Early Meeting; 10:30 am—Meeting for Worship

12:00 noon to 1:00 pm—Potluck lunch with Mountain View

Rides to the airport for those with departing flights; safe journeys home!



Intermountain Yearly Meeting
33d Annual Gathering

“Deepening Our Spiritual Connections”
June 10-17, 2007
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Introduction
In this packet you’ll find registration forms and information about scholarships,
transportation, refund policy, descriptions of Early Days events and Interest Groups, the
various Calls, maps and more. Please refer to the Table of Contents to locate all topics.

Everyone who attends must submit an individual registration form.

There are two kinds of registration forms: one for Adults and one for Young Friends.
There are also various permission forms required for them. Read the FAQ’s and FYI for
help completing the registration form.

Registration forms must be received by ADril 16. Your registration will be
acknowledged.

Mail completed registration, along with all appropriate forms, and payment to the
following address:

Joanne Cowan
3312 16th Street

Boulder, CO 80304-2250

Make checks out to IMYM for full (preferably) or partial payment. Include a check from
your Monthly Meeting if they are supporting you, and, if the Monthly Meeting has
insufficient funds to cover all of the balance of the registration, the Meeting’s
memorandum to the Treasurer of IMYM, requesting use of the Yearly Meeting’s
scholarship fund.

Registration site upon arrival: Staff House (to the right as you face the Dining Hall)
where you will pick up your room assignment and welcome materials. Early Days
registration begins June 10, at 1PM.

The Ghost Ranch office phone is (505) 685-4333.

You’ll find the registration forms and permission forms are at the very back of the
packet so they can be easily removed.

Questions? Contact the registrars:
Fran Boler, 303 494-4874
Joanne Cowan, 303 444-0117
Both by e-mail: registrar@imym.org
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Call to Intermountain Yearly Meeting 2007

‘Veepening our Spiritual Connections”

Intermountain Yearly Meeting, comprised of Quakers from Colorado, New Mexico,
Arizona, and Utah, will gather June 10th — June 17th, 2007, at Ghost Ranch near Abiquiu, New
Mexico. The worship and business sessions of the yearly meeting begin on Wednesday
evening, June 13th. The theme for this year’s gathering is “Deepening our Spiritual
Connections.” We will explore and deepen our spiritual connection to the ground of our
religious experience, and deepen our spiritual connections with each other. Margery Mears
Larrabee will be our plenary speaker. A few years ago, John Calvi spoke to us about Friends
who schlep the Ught. She is one such. She has been on Ministry and Counsel of three yearly
meetings (New York, Baltimore, and Philadelphia) and most recently has been an elder and
minister for Friends General Conference’s Traveling Ministries Program, is a board member of
Friends Conference on Religion and Psychology, and is a graduate of the School of the Spirit
and the Shalem Spiritual Nurturer Program. She is an author and is in private practice. She will
have many useful insights to offer us as we seek to deepen our personal spiritual ways.

There will be time to consider our theme during worship, worship sharing sessions, and in
meeting for worship for business. The following queries may be useful: “In what ways can I
deepen my spiritual life?” “How can I create meaningful, spiritually based connections with
others?” “In what ways can the yearly meeting, or my home meeting, help me have spiritual
connections with others?”

The schedule will be similar to previous annual gatherings. Mornings include worship sharing
groups and meetings for business. Afternoons provide time for Friends to gather for interest
groups to explore topics and concerns and meet again for business. Programs for children and
sessions of Junior Young Friends and Senior Young Friends happen throughout the day.
Usually about 300 friends attend yearly meeting to find fellowship and encouragement, and to
enjoy the spacious beauty of the Ghost Ranch Conference Center.

The first segment of the annual gathering begins Sunday evening, June 10th. These early Days
are a three-day period with seminars and workshops in the morning, then time for relaxing and
reflecting in the afternoon. This year the Spiritual Formation Committee will be offering a
retreat/training session during early days. Also, a twenty-hour basic Alternatives to Violence
Project training will be offered. There will be many shorter, one or two day workshops as well.

In early March registration forms and seminar information will be posted on the web site,
imym.org. Registrars will also send materials to all the meetings and worship groups. No one
should stay home because of financial concerns. Contact your monthly meeting first for
scholarship information. The Yearly Meeting will assist when the monthly meeting cannot. We
are a stronger community with each and every one present. Register as soon as possible. April
16th is the due date for registrations. Do plan on attending if you possibly can. Yearly meeting
is a time to gather together, to find strength and inspiration, and then return home refreshed in
mind and body, to continue our work as Friends.

Rebecca Henderson, Clerk of Intermountain Yearly Meeting.
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Call to Children’s Yearly Meeting
We look forward to welcoming the youngest among us to Children’s Yearly Meeting (CYM)
2007. CYM is for children between 0 and 11 (children who have not yet finished fifth grade).
Because there are very different needs within this age group, we provide nursery (0-3 + those
who use diapers and still need naps), preschool (potty-trained, 3-5) and children’s (6-11)
activities.

EARLY DAYS SCHEDULE
During the early days we provide care and activities in the mornings (when most adult
workshops are scheduled) and encourage families to play and nap together in the afternoons
(no care or activities are provided). If you plan to attend one of the three full-day workshops
offered during the early days, and therefore need full-day childcare, please call Eric Swanson -

CYM 2007 Coordinator Ph: (928) 674-5680/ email: thegreatswanny@mac.com or Gretchen
Rei nha rdt — (480) 968-4056/ email: processadvocate@earthlink.net so that appropriate
arrangements can be made. If there is a need, we will also be looking for volunteers to help
with day care in the afternoons and/or evenings during early days.

IMYM SCHEDULE
During IMYM proper, CYM provides planned activities in the mornings and afternoons for all age
groups, and evening activities for the 5-11 year-olds. Care is not provided during scheduled
meal times.

All ages gather at 8:15 each morning for a modified worship sharing. The babies remain
together until they are picked up at 12:00 for lunch. After 9:00am, the 3-5 & 6-11 year olds
join the Ghost Ranch staff activities until noon (when children are picked-up for lunch).

CYM regroups after lunch for Quaker-focused activities from 1pm to 5pm. The babies remain in
the nursery for nap time. Preschoolers who need naps are asked to join the babies after lunch
so that the children settle down for a nap as a group. Older preschoolers who do not need a
nap (and who are potty trained) can join the older group’s activities: worship sharing, making
music, playing games with the JYF or SYF groups, creating crafts, swimming and learning from
our keynote speaker and interest group leaders. Snacks are provided in the afternoon

Following the evening meal, IMYM often has family-friendly activities such as campfire-singing
and talent night. Ghost Ranch staff will also offer evening activities from 7-8:30 for ages 5 and
up.

Daily schedule for CYM can be found in the schedule section of the packet.

FORMS We Need for Each Child
Please be sure to complete permission form A, Sections I and II, and include as part of your
family’s registration packet.

Please plan to bring either a rough-terrain stroller or a backpack for your baby or toddler so the
group can go for a walk together.
We request that families notify us of special needs- whether dietary, behavioral, or physical - so
that staff and volunteers can provide a safe and comfortable setting appropriate for the entire
group.
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MANDATORY Parent’s Meeting
At 6:30pm on Wednesday, immediately before the 7pm IMYM Welcoming Activities, there wiN
be a mandatory parent orientation gathering outside of the Lower Pavilion where we expect to
meet parents and children. The JYF orientation will be happening at this time as well. If this
presents a scheduling conflict for your family, please let the CYF coordinators know ahead of
time.

CONTACT Information and TifiNGS TO REMEMBER
Be sure to bring your sunscreen, hat, swimsuit, towel, good humor, hiking shoes (strollers or
child-carrier pack), water bottle, games, and plenty of positive energy to share. We are looking
forward to an exciting and enjoyable, time with each of you at CYM! Eric Swanson - CYM 2007
Coordinator Ph: (928) 674-5680/ email: thegreatswanny@mac. corn
or Gretchen Reinhardt — (480) 968-4056/ email: processadvocate@earthlink.net

Junior Young Friends
Call to Yearly Meeting

Welcome young people entering 6th through 9th grade,
The Ghost Ranch Chimney stands to welcome you to IMYM 2007 for the startling, the

miraculous, and a deeper connect with your self and others. Enjoy the company of old friends,
meet new friends and be prepared to challenge yourself with High Ropes, Low Ropes and
Waterfront Activities (swimming, canoeing and kayaking). Discover the magic in mask making
and be surprised at the deeper place you find yourself. Community will be built through
Alternatives to Violence experiential activities and you will relax with yoga and guided
meditation. JYF’s gifts will shine during talent night. Bring your favorite stuffed animal and
camping gear for our overnight campout. Well share new games with the younger children and
enjoy games with the Senior Young Friends.

As you say good-by to the sun shining on Kitchen Mesa and dear friends, you will carry
memories IMYM 2007 to last your life.

Mandatory Orientation for JYF AND Parents
Plan to be under the big tree in front of the Lower Pavilion at 6:30 P.M., Wednesday, June 13.
We will have introductions, share our expectations and review the schedule. Be sure all
permission and release forms in your registration packet have been signed. Parents, review the
schedule and plan when you can help out and sign up at that time.

Early Days
Early Days activities are being planned with the Ghost Ranch staff. They are sure to be
interesting and fun. If you will be attending Monday through Wednesday indicate on your
registration form and we will plan for your involvement.

Permission Forms
Please be sure to complete permission form A; complete permission forms B and C if you plan to
participate in High Ropes, Low Ropes and Waterfront Activities (swimming, canoeing and
kayaking). Include all permission forms as part of your family’s registration packet.

JYF Schedule
Daily schedule for JYF can be found in the schedule section of the packet.
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I What to Bring I
For overnight campout: — You shouLd also bring:

sLeeping bag — sturdy shoes for walking and hiking
backpack to carry change of clothes for 5-6 days and at least one
overnight gear — pair of tong pants
fLashLight — toiLetries, toothbrush, shampoo, soap, deodorant
ground pad — *sunscreen

bottle — *hat

of adventure — sunglasses
*tip gloss

— jacket for the evenings
Optional
games to play together and with the younger
children

— props and ideas for talent night
— money for snacks at the cantina

sports equipment like soccer, voLLeybalL
very important

Cheers,

Eli Medvescek, Clerk
Alicia Robinson-Welsh, Recording Clerk
Charlotte Blair, representative

Jane Kroesen, Coordinator 520-237-4430 muddgrlaz@yahoo.com

Senior Young Friends
Call to Yearly Meeting

(SYF includes those entering 10th Grade and up)

Good marrow fine friends,

You are cordially requested to join your hands and hearts in raising up, the SYF’s
historically joyous communion, to the mesa. Prepare to Deepen your Spiritual waffles with
strawberry flavored meditation and stuff. Although your drafty mind might cringe painfully when
you must climb the pudding**, you, along with the other Friendly guests, must endeavor to
rejoice. Ghost Busters! Regardless, our experience certainly indicates days of fiery mediation
and stuff. This year we will spend time with magnificent factions of beings each evening. Bring
nothing except your sleeping bags and clothing. Toiletries, pest repellant, sunscreen and
gargantuan hippos are acceptable. But Peacocks in courtship, and recreational pharmaceuticals,
are verboten in meditation and stuff. You will receive a complimentary cantaloupe and your
choice of fresh zucchini upon arrival.

Your Fabulously Fiendish and Friendly co-clerks and continuing committee reps,

Risa Thronweber, David Wampler and others.
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* This call was written by six people each adding one word at a time.
** pudding =mesa

If you feel the need to contact either co-clerks or FAP5 here are some useful email addresses.

Risa: thronri@earlham.edu
David: quantumsawdust@gmail.com
Kathi Sutton: annabellesez@yahoo.com
Lisa Motz-Storey: lmotzstorey@msn.com

SYF Schedule
Daily schedule for SYF can be found in the schedule section of the packet.

Permission Forms for SYF
Please be sure to complete permission form A; complete permission forms B and C if you plan
to participate in High Ropes, Low Ropes and Waterfront Activities (swimming, canoeing and
kayaking). Complete permission form D if you are under 18 and your parent or guardian is not
attending IMYM during all or part of the time that you are attending. Complete permission form
E regarding degendered bathrooms. Include all permission forms as part of your registration
packet.

Young Adult Friends (YAF)
Call to Yearly Meeting

As you are no doubt all aware, according to the ancient Quaker astrological calendar,
this is the so-called “Year of the Yaugh.” While the historic spelling “Yaugh” is no longer widely
used, except in certain Antarctic meetings of the Religious Society of Friends, the meaning is no
less potent in its modern lettering, “YAP’. Yes, Friends, it is the Year of the YAF.

The history of Young Adult Friends (YAF’s) within the Society is varied and exciting, with
many well-known names. George Fox, widely referred to as the “father of Quakerism” is
thought to have also been the first YAF, even before a word was invented to describe the
phenomenon of being a young adult within the Meeting.

A time of deep questioning, seeking, and transition for many Friends, young adulthood
can be both an exciting and challenging time in one’s life. Sharing in a common experience
with other young adult Friends through worship and fellowship can be extremely rewarding. As
Fox describes in his lesser-known Memoirs of Post Adolescence (out of print), “dude, sometimes
thee just needs to chill with some peeps who are asking just as many questions as thee is.”

It is in this spirit that we send this call to all Young Adult Friends: come, hang out, and
enjoy the IMYM experience.

IMYM 2006 saw a major effort to gather together Young Adult Friends -- discover who
they are and what they seek from the IMYM experience. In our several informal get-togethers
at meals, evenings, a night spent under the stars on Chimney Rock, and a perhaps first ever
YAF skit at creativity night, we decided that we enjoyed the informality and loose scheduling of
YAF activities, enabling YAF’s to participate in the widest possible variety of IMYM worship,
business, interest groups, and other activities, both within the “adult” Meeting and the Senior
Young Friends Meeting. If you could make any sense out of that run-on sentence, you’ll
recognize that we propose a similar plan for this year, as outlined below.
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V There will be specially designated YAF housing available, so that we can live together as a
community, as it were.

V There will be an open invitation to share meals together.
V We will choose one or more evenings to have our own worship sharing and fellowship.
V Other activities, such as a Chimney Rock campout or creativity night skit, may be spawned

spontaneously according to the interests and initiative of YAF’s.
V We may attempt to discuss the growth and future of YAF’s in the Meeting and how we want

to further organize ourselves, for instance by choosing Continuing Committee
representatives, or clerks or something of the like.

Looking forward to seeing you this June at Ghost Ranch! If you have any questions or
ideas about anything YAF-related (or otherwise), you can email Andrew Banks
banksan@earlham.edu.

FAQ’s and FYI
1. Why isn’t IMYM using on-line registration? The intention ofIMYM to develop online

registration remains and is being further seasoneo

2. Why are so many release forms required for young Friends? For issues ofinsurance and
liabilhty activities provided by Ghost Ranch (ropes, horseback, or hikes) and IMYM require ie/ease
forms.

3. Can I contact a registrar about the registration form or my issues? Joanne Cowan and Fran
Boler are co-registrars. P/ease contact us as needect

Joanne: 303 444-0117
Fran: 303-494-4874

Both by e-mail: reaistrarcã’imym.ow

4. Why are there personal questions about date of birth, physical ability, naming a Meeting,
etc. on the registration form? This information is needed to assign worship sharing groups, and
to determhe the locations for groups to which you 7/ be assi’nect

5. Why aren’t the locations of worship sharing groups and interest groups given in
advance? The worship sharing and interest group leaders need the informat/on on ages, abilities,
and numbers from all the registrations in order to assign locations. Locations will be available when
you sign in at Ghost Ranch.

6. What meats are included with a night’s lodging? What about buying separate meals?
Three meals are induded with each night’s lodging begh’7ning with dinnet and including breakfast
and lunch the following day. Ifyou arrive in time for lunch on the date your registration begins, you
can buy a lunch meal ticket from the Ghost Ranch office.

7. What is the refund policy? The registration fee will not be refundect Refund oflodging and
meals is possible until May 10. There are no refunds ifyou arrive after your scheduled date or leave
before your scheduled departure. Refunds are also addressed in the packet

8 What is the family/group name? An individual registration form is required for every person
attending YM, even children, but not everyperson sends in a their own payment. Using a
family/group name allows tracking which payment applies to which registrations. Ifit doesn’t apply
to you, please just put your last name in the space.
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9. How do I choose between Lower or Mesa housing? Being on the mesa requires wa/king
approximately a quarter ofa mile each cJh-ection along a steep, pebbly path. The views are
wonderful, but it’s not easily accessible, and were asked by Ghost Ranch to use our vehides as little
as possible once we arrive and park.

10. How do I get additional registration forms? Everyone attending IMYM--each adult; each chio
each young or senior Friend) must complete a registration form. There are separate forms for Adults
and Young Friends and they can be downloaded from IMYM.org or you may receive them from your
Meeting.

11. How do I receive a scholarship? This is addressedat/ength in the packet. (see pg. 10) The
process begins by enquiring in your monthly Meeting.

12. What about creativity night? Please bring dothes, props and anything else that would br,’hten
the evenings festivity

FYI

When you indicate a preference for worship sharing, that information will be used to place you
in a group.

There are two worship sharing opportunities (regular morning group and afternoon
intergenerational). You may sign up for both kinds.

LODGING
Housing refers to lodging in a Ghost Ranch room. Included with the cost are three meals per
day, and linens and towel. (SYFs bring their own bedding.)

Camping refers to lodging in your own tent or RV. No meals are included in the fee and they
must be purchased in advance of the meal from the Ghost Ranch office, or on the registration
form. Campgrounds have a “camphouse” which includes running water, toilets, hot showers, a
refrigerator with a freezer, an ice machine, and a sink for washing dishes. This is cushy
camping! (But it can be buggy—bring your bug juice!)

BATHROOM TERMINOLOGY
• shared bath: large multi-fixture and multi shower facility (men’s and women’s) that is

shared by the occupants of multiple sleeping rooms.
semi-private bath: a bathroom that is located between two sleeping rooms; each sleeping
room has a door providing access to the bathroom.

• private bath: a bathroom that is accessible from one sleeping room only.

COMMUNICATION
Cell phones don’t work reliably at Ghost Ranch. For use in emergencies, please give the Ghost
Ranch main number: 505-685-4333. Emergency need is why your room will have your name
and room number on the door. Occupancy information is given to GR for any calls that they
may receive for residents. And for that reason, we ask you NOT to switch to another room for
any reason without first consulting with your registrars in Staff House. Friends will arrive
throughout the week and Ghost Ranch may use some of the rooms we don’t assign.

There will be an information/message board in front of the operations headquarters, located at
Ghost House, where you can leave and read messages. Registration will be located in Staff
House Sunday through Wednesday and as needed through the week.
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Each morning (or afternoon) there will be a DAILY BULLETIN prepared and available at the
entrance to the dining hall and at the operations headquarters, which will inform you of any
changes in times and locations of events, as well as other gems of information.

In some locations there is WIFI. Explore until you find a spot.

Financial Assistance

General Policy
Lack of funds should not prevent any member or active attender from attending the IMYM June
gathering. Your attendance and participation in its life are what give the Yearly Meeting its
strength of being. Therefore the Yearly Meeting maintains a scholarship fund that is funded by
individual donations, the annual registration fee, and, as needed, the Yearly Meeting’s general
fund. If your financial situation discourages you from attending the gathering, we strongly
encourage you to reconsider on the basis of the following information.

The first place to go for scholarship help is the Monthly Meeting. Individuals and families who
need financial assistance to attend the annual gathering should inform the designated person or
committee in their home Meeting of the amount needed as soon as possible after registration
information becomes available. Since Monthly Meetings differ as to how to go about applying, it
is incumbent upon each meeting to publicize their own procedure for obtaining scholarship
assistance, to be clear about what person or committee receives the applications. If the Monthly
Meeting is able to offer scholarship aid for partial or full payment of registration, housing, and
meals, it so notifies the applicant and provides the individual or family with a check in the
amount the Meeting can provide. If the Meeting cannot fund the amount requested, they also
provide the applicant with a letter asking that any remaining amount be made up from the
IMYM Scholarship Fund.

As in other Yearly Meeting matters, each Monthly Meeting bears responsibility for informing
Worship Groups and Preparative Meetings under its care about scholarship availability and for
handling their applications.

Every effort will be made to keep scholarship information confidential, both within the Monthly
Meeting and at the Yearly Meeting level.

Serving the Annual Gathering in an Offidal Capacity?
Individuals who serve the Yearly Meeting in an official capacity and need financial assistance to
attend the annual gathering should show on the registration form the amount of financial
responsibility they can assume and what is needed from the Yearly Meeting. Questions should
be directed to the clerk or coordinator of the committee or activity involved or to the Clerk of
the Yearly Meeting. Every effort will be made to keep scholarship information confidential.
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Early Days Seminar Descriptions
1. Quaker Studies, Martha Roberts (martharoberts@comcast.net) and Gusten Lutter
(gustentoo@yahoo.com)
Sun evening 7-8 pm; Mon all day; Tue morning; Wed all day
A fresh look at who the Quakers are and how they do what they do. Those familiar with and
new to Friends are welcome.

2. Alternatives to Violence Project (AVP), Marg Willen, Pelican Lee, Vicki Aldridge
Mon and Tue 8:30-12:00, 1:00-5:30; Wed 8:00-12:00
This 20-hour Alternatives to Violence Project basic workshop allows participants to explore
violence in our lives and learn from each other how to address potentially violent situations with
peaceful solutions. Experiential exercises are conducted in a supportive environment where
participants are challenged but have fun and learn, too. All adult attenders of IMYM, including
Senior Young Friends, are invited to participate. Beginning with the first session Monday
morning, all participants must attend all sessions in order create the community experience AVP
builds. 20 participants maximum. Info about AVP: www.avpusa.org

3. Quaker Outreach, Allen Stockbridge (435) 658-3666
Mon — Wed 9-11:45
Outreach is rising to the top of consciousness for many Friends with concern for the
sustainability of the earth and her people. We will discuss practical, contemporary solutions to
increase awareness, including the “Quaker Quest” program so effective in Britain.
clean.air@goparkcity.com (435) 602-9948.

4. Spiritual Formation Program Opening Retreat, Bruce Thron-Weber
Mon evening 7-9 pm; Tue 9-5; Wed 9-11:45
The IMYM Spiritual Formation Committee will facilitate a full-length SF Opening Retreat which
can be the beginning of a year of Spiritual engagement and growth. It can also be the first step
to becoming a facilitator of the program—particularly for your local Meeting. The program lasts
for about nine months. It is important to participate fully in all parts of the program—missing no
more than one or two sessions in the entire program. Before registering, please contact: Bruce
Thron-Weber at 303-909-5965 or brucethronweber@aol.com.

5. The Utopian Vision, Todd Swanson
Mon-Wed 9-11:45
This seminar will examine and discuss why utopian visions have fired the imagination of people
for millennia. Are Quakers engaged in an utopian enterprise? Participants are urged to read
(or re-read) one book or study one movie on utopias prior to or during the IMYM. Some
possible examples include: Anthem by Ayn Rand; The Republic or The Laws! by Plato; The
Journal by George Fox; The City of God by Augustine of Hippo; Utopia by Thomas More; Brave
New World or Island by Aldous Huxley; Walden II by B.F. Skinner; or the Glass Bead Game by
Hermann Hesse. Scores of other novels, books, films and movies (including Star Trek and The
Matrix) examine the concept.

6. Global Warming: Answer the Call, Elna Otter
Mon — Wed 9-11:45
You can make a difference! Be a part of a growing grassroots movement to minimize the effects
of global warming. Elna Otter was one of a group chosen from thousands of applicants to be a
messenger for Al Gore’s “Climate Project.” She will present a two-part slideshow and discussion
on the science related to climate change and proposed solutions. Learn how to become carbon
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neutral and discuss the pros and cons of climate-affecting policies.

7. Dougla-Prieta Works, Marybeth Webster and Jose Ramirez
Tue 9-11:45
Brief recap of our history, emphasizing the progress since last IMYM. We will discuss the two
Symposia co-run by us and Cochise College, and the growing interest in becoming or linking
with an existing Grameen-type micro-bank.

8. AFSC 90th Birthday! Shan Cretin, Regional Director, AFSC Pacific Southwest Region,
Marielle Oetjen, Interim Associate Regional Director, AFSC Central Region, others TBA.
Tue 9-11:45
Come celebrate and learn about Quaker values in action.
Contact Brenda Chung 435-755-5137 cbrenda@msn.com.

9. Spiritual Kalimba, Mark Holdaway mark@markholdaway.com
Wed 9-11:45
Intuitive Spiritual Music on the kalimba. The kalimba is organized in such a way that no matter
what you do on it, something lovely happens. It can be very easy to abandon one’s
preconceptions of what music should be, and to follow the calls of spirit or intuition in making a
joyful noise to the Lord. I will talk a bit and demonstrate about “unprogrammed kalimba”
spiritual music, and then we will do “kalimba worship sharing”, with sounds coming to us out of
the silence, returning to silence after we speak with the kalimba. Kalimbas will be available, or
bring your own. Other quiet instruments are welcome.

10. Conscientious Objector Navajo Style, Ivan Gamble
Wed 9-11:45
Dine activist Ivan Gamble speaks about his experience joining the marines and “learning the
hard way” that he was a pacifist. Mr. Gamble is a law student who has run with the Hopis from
their reservation to Mexico City to introduce their views on water to the World Water Summit,
and recently walked across the Navajo Nation advocating for a Navajo constitution.

11. Changing Our Name Back To “Friends of Truth,” Robert Griswold
Wed 9-11:45
What is the outrageous claim of our Quaker faith and how do we make it real?

12. Committee on Migrant and Border Concerns (CMBC), Marybeth Webster and Jose
Rami rez, CMBC members. Contact:Tom Kowal (tomandannette@comcast.net)
Wed 8:45-10:00
CMBC has functioned as an informal committee for about 7 years now. Membership has been
those interested. It’s been proposed that CMBC become a regular committee of IMYM. Some
possible agenda items might be:

Shall CMBC proceed to propose regular meeting status in IMYM?
• If #1 is “yes”, what recommendation would CMBC have regarding membership of the
committee?

FCNL funding request; recommendation to IMYM Business Meeting?
• Consideration of Monthly Meeting responses to 2007-2008 IMYM Query

2008 Report/Minute on MBC.

13. IMYM AFSC Committee, Tom Kowal (tomandannette@comcast.net)
Wed 10:00-11:45
See the Guide for membership; generally, this committee is comprised of IMYM members who
are involved with AFSC on local, regional and national levels. The Guide indicates that a report
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from this committee comes to IMYM Continuing Committee and to the Business Meeting. It has
not met for several years. Should this committee be laid down? Or should it be revitalized and
serve to improve communication and coordination among IMYM Friends and AFSC? Possible
topics for discernment/discussion:
• How can we be effective in building our communications and coordination throughout
IMYM on immigration and border work, peace work and the rest?

How can we keep AFSC and IMYM relevant to each other and to get the best results from
our efforts?
• The composition and function of the IMYM AFSC Committee itself; membership and
participation.
• Coordination and communication within and among IMYM’s AFSC programs and regions
in IMYM’s area. The AFSC-IMYM JSP is the only common project.
• Aside from the major commitment IMYM has to supporting the JSP, what would be the
IMYM AFSC Committee’s role or responsibility for fund-raising for AFSC? Reporting?
• How do we relate to FUM, 5-Years, Rocky Mountain and other programmed Friends’
Meetings in the IMYM area who may [or may not currently] be involved with AFSC?

Interest Groups
Interest Groups take place on Thursday, Friday and Saturday afternoons from 2:30 pm to 3:40
pm, unless otherwise noted. They consist of presentations, discussions of issues, and sharing of
ideas and Friends’ concerns. Ad-hoc groups may form and publicize themselves via postings at
IMYM. Friends of all ages are invited to participate in any Interest Group. Please indicate the
Interest Groups you think you will be attending on the Registration Form. If you have questions
regarding these groups, contact the Interest Group organizer, Eric Swanson
(thegreatswanny@mac.com;

Thursday Interest Groups
1 War Tax Resisters, Leaders: Mary Burton-Riseley and Vicki Aidridge
The American Quaker tradition of refusing to pay for war dates back to the French and Indian
Wars as described in John Woolman’s JOURNAL. New York Yearly Meeting just issued a Minute
in Support of War Tax Resistance. IMYM is being asked to do the same. Two New Mexico
Friends active in the movement to extend conscientious objection to include nonpayment of war
taxes, will share their motivations, experiences and invite creative responses to this dilemma for
Quakers.

2. Joint Service Project for JYF and SYF, Leader: TBA
A discussion group and movie presentation for young Friends on community service and cultural
exchange.

3. Conscientious Objector Navajo Style, Leader: Ivan Gamble
Dine activist Ivan Gamble speaks about his experience joining the marines and “learning the
hard way” that he was a pacifist. Mr. Gamble is a law student who has run with the Hopis from
their reservation to Mexico City to introduce their views on water to the World Water Summit,
and recently walked across the Navajo Nation advocating for a Navajo constitution.

4. AFSC 90th Birthday!, Leader: Brenda Chung; Presenters: Shan Cretin, Regional Director,
AFSC Pacific Southwest Region; Marielle Oetjen, Interim Associate Regional Director, AFSC
Central Region, others TBA•
Come celebrate and learn about Quaker values in action.
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5. Play “Mother Earth vs. World’s People,” Leader: Mary Ray Cate
SYF and adults are invited to participate in presenting an engaging theatre piece to all of IMYM
at Friday’s evening session. No memorization required. Participants will practice Thursday and
Friday during interest group time to prepare for the Friday evening performance. Continued
on Friday.

6. Migrant and Border Concerns (MBC) WWJWD?, Leaders: Tom Kowal and David Perkins
What Would John Woolman Do? The spiritual and faith basis of migrant and immigration work.
Tom presenting Danielle Short’s “Immigration and Friends’ Peace Testimonies;” David on John
Woolman’s “Plea for the Poor,” and others as led.

7. Harmlessness in the Process of Healing, Leader: Eric Dillon
TBA

Friday Interest Groups
5. Play “Mother Earth vs. World’s People” (Begins on Thursday — see the description
above.)

8. Book Discussion Sanctuary For All Life By Jim Corbett, Leader: Vicki Aldridge
This discussion group is only for those who have read the book.

9. Native American Land and Water Issues of the Southwest, Guest presenter TBA.
Introduced by Aya Mariagnes Medrud.

10. QUIT - Quaker Initiative to End Torture, Leaders: Martha Roberts and Emily Box
This will be a report from the 2nd Quaker Initiative to End Torture conference, with a discussion
on how Friends can spread the message and become more active on this issue.

11. How to Set Up a Spiritual Formation Opening Retreat, Leader: Bruce Thron-Weber
brucethronweber@aol.com 303-909-5965
The IMYM Spiritual Formation Committee facilitated a full-length SF Opening Retreat as an early
day seminar. This workshop can be the beginning of a year of Spiritual engagement and
growth. It can also be the first step to becoming a facilitator of the program—particularly for
your local Meeting. This interest group is for anyone interested in starting such a group at their
monthly meeting.

12. FCNL, Leader: Mary Burton-Riseley
From the national office speaker(s) Chris Bracken and possibly IMYM’s own Andrew Peterson
share their experiences and update us on the work of FCNL. IMYM regional reps to speak as
well.

13. Permaculture, Sustainability and People, Leader: Jennifer Wellington
Did you know that the food we eat comes from an average of 1500 miles away? If dams
destroy ecosystems we value, why aren’t we harvesting roof water? Is food from your local
Farmer’s Market expensive when compared to the cost in human life of a war for oil and
corporate profit? We are the solution. Come and learn and share a permaculture way of life.
Maximum 24 participants. Repeated on Saturday.

14. Migrant and Border Concerns: Events, Progress, Policy, Leaders: Committee on
Migrant and Border Concerns (CMBC) Members
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Events, progress and policy; consideration of CMBC’s proposals and Monthly Meeting responses
to 2007-2008 IMYM Query.

15. Friends Peace Teams (FPT), Leader: Margaret Willen
Come hear an update on the work of Friends Peace Teams, an international organization doing
peace building in Africa and Latin America. FPT conducts reconciliation and anti-violence
workshops in countries recovering from internal strife. IMYM is represented on the advisory
council of Friends Peace Teams.

Saturday Interest Groups
13. Permaculture, Sustainability and People (See Friday Interest Groups)

16. Dougla-Prieta Works, Leaders: Marybeth Webster and Jose Ramirez
Brief recap of our history, emphasizing the progress since last IMYM. We will discuss the two
Symposia co-run by us and Cochise College so far and the growing interest in becoming or
linking with an existing Grameen-type micro-bank.

17. Joint Service Project, Leader: Glen Trostle
Report and slide show for all.

18. A Sample Quaker Quest Meeting, Leader: Allen Stockbridge
All are invited to experience Quaker Quest, an outreach program created in England and being
introduced in the US in 2007. A sample session, with presentations on three Quaker’s personal
experiences followed by group discussions, will show everyone how it is being done.

19. Sing Sing!, Leaders: Meredith Little and Eleanor Dart
Bring your Quaker hymnbook if you have one.

20. Dialogue with Margery Mears Larrabee
A chance to continue conversations with the plenary speaker, Margery Mears Larrabee and
follow up with discussion on Deepening Spiritual Connections.

21. Friends Environmental Care: The Uncomfortable Truth, Leaders: Bill and Genie
Durland
Are we destroying the earth and ourselves too? Conversations on global warming, depleted
uranium, and military land grabs.

22. Quaker Ministry in Guatemala, Leader: Pepper Goodrich
“What is it about Guatemala?” There’s truly something, which I find uncanny, about Guatemala,
that draws human service efforts, projects, ministries and volunteers.

Schedule TBD
23. Quaker Earthcare Witness — QEW, Leader: TBA
We are hoping to bring out a representative from QEW as it works on restructuring the
organization. Stay tuned...

Worship Sharing
Worship sharing is one of the highlights of IMYM for many Friends. Small groups gather with a
leader, who may suggest a topic or allow one to arise from the group. All adults attending the
gathering are assigned to one of the morning worship groups. The same group meets together
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every morning, and may become a spiritual home during Yearly Meeting. Daily attendance
promotes spiritual growth and community.

Adult Worship Sharing takes place during IMYM immediately after breakfast on Thursday,
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

Friends may also choose to participate in Intergenerational Worship Sharing immediately after
lunch on Thursday, Friday and Saturday. This optional afternoon Worship Sharing is the time
our youth reach out and lead us. Again, maintaining a small and consistent group is important.

Because Worship Sharing groups are small, personal and continue for the duration of Yearly
Meeting, please reserve your place(s) in the kind of Worship Sharing Group(s) you choose by
checking the appropriate box(es) on the Registration Form. Many choose to attend both
morning Worship Sharing (Traditional, Bible Emphasis, Spanish Speaking, or Discussion) and
the optional afternoon Intergenerational Worship Sharing. If you have concerns about specific
location issues (such as being near the Children’s program or campsites), please make sure you
have provided the Registrar with sufficient information about your concern. Note: If any adults
in your party will be unable to attend a morning Worship Sharing group, please note this
information on the registration form, since all adults are traditionally scheduled to attend one.

If you are able to share your time as a Worship Sharing group leader, please volunteer on your
registration. Assignment of worship sharing leaders to groups and a brief orientation for
worship sharing group leaders will be in Lower Pavilion on Wednesday at 4:10 PM.

If you have any questions regarding the Worship Sharing groups, please contact Jerry Peterson,
Worship Sharing Group Convener, ajrpete@gmail.com, 303-726-8960.

Quaker Bookstore
The Quaker Bookstore/Coffeehouse will again be located at the Convocation Hall in the Ghost
Ranch administrative building, directly across from the Lower Pavilion at the top of the hill. We
will have Quaker books in the areas of religion and philosophy, social commentary, history,
fiction, Faith & Practices from several Yearly Meetings, 1st Day School curriculae, & children’s
books, etc.

IMYM attenders are welcome to bring their own books to sell, as well as art and crafts, hand
made jewelry, pottery, etc., although space is limited. (Caution: the Bookstore cannot be
locked overnight or at mealtimes, so vendors must understand the risk, if any, involved.)
Purchases from vendors must be paid for via cash or check directly to the vendors, so bring
your checkbooks. Vendors are responsible for providing a large envelope or receptacle, with
name and prices, etc., and for checking the contents of their envelope periodically. The
Bookstore cannot be responsible for monies left in envelopes overnight, or left to accumulate,
etc.

Credit sales are not always an option for individual vendors but the Bookstore, as always, will
cheerfully process credit card sales.

The Bookstore will be closed at mealtimes — open otherwise from lOam — 9pm. Volunteer
helpers are needed Monday afternoon right after lunch to help us unpack the shipment of
books, and arrange them on the display tables. The Bookstore will be open for business as
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soon as the last book is unpacked that afternoon! Please see the volunteer section for additional
ways to help the bookstore.

Please contact Marilyn Hayes at 303-666-6802, or marilyn.hayes@colorado.edu with special
requests for books to be included in the mid-April order to the AFSC supplier.

Faith and Practice

In June 2006 the Committee for the Development of Faith and Practice presented a draft
edition to the Yearly Meeting for seasoning. Monthly Meetings have been using, reading,
studying, evaluating, and talking about it since. A Threshing Session on seasoning the draft
Faith and Practice will be held during Meeting for Business, 4:00—5:00 p.m., Thursday, June 14.

The Committee to Develop the Faith and Practice will report back the next day during Meeting
for Business, 4:00—5:00 p.m., Friday, June 15. From June 2007 through January 2008
responses, suggestions, and concerns from the wider [MYM community will be gathered by the
committee and considered. Depending upon the extent of revision needed, a published book
may be available by June 2008.

Housing
All ranch housing includes three meals a day; this is not optional. Each “day” consists of dinner,
housing that night, and breakfast and lunch the next day. (This does not apply to campers. See
below.)

Children under 13 years of age are charged half price on housing and meals, and there are no
charges for children 3 years of age and under.

We have agreed with Ghost Ranch management to limit the total number of people attending
the IMYM annual gathering to 460 people on any one day. No pets are allowed at Ghost Ranch.
They disturb the natural wildlife. Radios should be left at home, reception is very poor. Ghost
Ranch “Quiet” and “Lights Out” begins at 10:00 pm.

There are five types of housing, and all of them include three meals a day in the price. Friends
with mobility impairment should not stay on the mesa due to the steepness of the path down to
the center. Moreover, golf carts are not allowed on the roads to the mesa because of its
steepness.

Lower Level
(152 beds) Housing is in 14 buildings with 64 rooms consisting of sleeping rooms with private,
semi-private and shared or dorm-style bathrooms. All meals are included, linens and towels are
provided. Several rooms in one of the buildings, the Corral Block, are large and will be reserved
for families with young children. Staff House provides 22 rooms, most with 2 beds each, and 4
common bathroom-showers. A number of the lower level rooms are handicap accessible.
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Cost
shared bath $64 per person per day, including meals
semi-private bath $72 per person per day, including meals
private bath* $82 per person per day, including meals

*there are a limited number of rooms with private bath, and preference will be given to those
with medical need.

New Mesa
New Mesa housing is located in two newly-constructed buildings on a mesa overlooking the
lower portion of the ranch. There is a quarter- to a half-mile walk from the buildings down to
the lower portion where most meeting rooms and the Dining Hall are located. Rooms have
overhead fans and private bathrooms. Some rooms accommodate families. Each building has
an ice machine, laundry, and nearby parking.
Cost All private bath $82 per person per day, including meals.

Old Mesa
(96 beds) Housing is in 5 buildings with 32 rooms on a mesa overlooking the lower portion of
the ranch. There is a quarter- to a half-mile walk from the buildings down to the lower portion
where most meeting rooms and the Dining Hall are located. Mesa housing consists of summer-
style rooms with dorm-style bath facilities. Most rooms have sinks. All buildings have toilets and
some have showers. A laundry room is nearby. Linens and towels are provided.
Cost Dorm $54 per person per day, including meals

SYF — Mesa (Casitas are no longer available)
Tanager and Cholla are reserved for Senior Young Friends housing. Mesa housing consists of
summer-style rooms with dorm-style bath facilities. Most rooms have sinks. All buildings have
toilets and some have showers. A laundry room is nearby. People staying in the SYF-Mesa must
provide their own sleeping bags, linens and towels.
Cost $42 per person per day, including meals

Camping (Tents and RVs)
The campground has 32 tent sites, each limited to two tents at a site. If two families/groups are
sharing a site, please indicate this on your registration forms. There are nine large RV sites and
10 small RV sites.

Toilets, showers, ice machines and laundry rooms are located in buildings in the camping area.
Be sure to bring only sturdy tents; strong and destructive winds are possible. The number of
tent campers is limited to 120 so as not to overload the liquid waste system. The total number
of persons in RV5 is limited to 114. Campers may take meals in the Dining Hall. The cost of
these meals is not included in the campground fees. The specific meals each camper will
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purchase in the Dining Hall must be indicated on the Registration Form and paid with the
registration. When you arrive at the campground, you must check in with the Campground
Host. Campers are responsible for following the rules in the campground guide. Pets are not
allowed.

Cost
Tent site $19 per site per day
RV site $25 per site per day
optional: electrical hookup $2 per day

Dining Hall Food Service
Meals are included with ranch housing, and may be purchased by campers and commuters.

Meal times
Breakfast: Hot food is served from 7: 30-8:00,

Cold items are also available from 7:00-8:30
Lunch: Served 12:00-12:30
Dinner: Served 5:30-6: 15

Meal prices
breakfast - $6.00
lunch - $7.50
dinner - $8.50

Food Preferences

Statement from Continuing Committee
wGhost Ranch will continue to offer dual selections for vegetarians and omnivores, soy milk, and
a salad bar. Persons requiring special foods and supplements should be advised to bring their
own supplies. If this does not meet their needs, they should speak with IMYM kitchen liaison
Susan Wiley, swiley@socorromentalhealth.org who is the only one authorized to discuss
concerns with the kitchen staff.”

In the words of the Registrar
“Because people working in the kitchen at Ghost Ranch need to be free to work in the kitchen,
any particular dietary concerns or food problems should be addressed ONLY to Tom Kowal, our
Friendly kitchen liaison person. Understandably, the kitchen people cannot deal with special
food issues and at the same time do a good job of handling the pressures of a large crowd
comfortably. Friends with special dietary considerations—special foods, special supplements—
need to bring their own food with them (in a cooler?) because special treatment and special
cooking facilities are simply not available to us. Ghost Ranch management has requested that
our contact with dining service personnel be with their supervisor. Susan Wiley can make
special arrangements as required. She may reached by phone at 505-835-9785 or via e-mail:
swiley@socorromentalhealth.org. Be sure to include IMYM in the subject line of the email.
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Persons with Differing Abilities
Children and adults with disabilities are welcome at Ghost Ranch. Barriers are being
continuously identified; Ghost Ranch is much more accessible than in the past. Please describe
your particular requirements if you deem it necessary in detail in a memorandum accompanying
your registration. Wheelchair-accessible bedrooms and bathrooms, special diets (see Dining Hall
Food Services), and hearing equipment, as well as other facilities, are available. Private
automobiles may be used for moving non-walkers. We need to keep the speed at 5 mph or
below and observe other environmental safeguards. Also, golf carts are available for
transporting persons having difficulty walking. Golf cart drivers must be at least 21 years old.
Persons with disabilities should indicate their disability information on the Registration Form.
Eligible persons with disabilities may help themselves and others by volunteering to be a golf
cart driver (see the volunteering section).

Note to Monthly Meetings Regarding Help

Statement from Continuing Committee
“This year at yearly meeting we are asking friends from each meeting to assist those from their
meeting who have special needs related to differing abilities. It has been noted that the
monthly meetings seek an appropriate role in assisting attenders at annual gathering with their
differing abilities needs. This may include consulting with the Advocate about specific needs and
how they are being addressed and identifying attenders from the local Meeting to provide
assistance at the annual gathering. It has been noted that individuals from the person’s own
Meeting are often better able to provide unobtrusive support. There my be times when a
Monthly Meeting will need assistance from the wide group. Sometimes those with special needs
do not inform their monthly meetings of plans to attend the annual gathering. Prior to yearly
meeting the registrars will send information to meetings about who is coming to IMYM from
their meeting so that the meeting can figure out who might assist whom and what assistance
may be needed from the IMYM via the advocate for Persons with Differing Abilities (Susan
Wiley).”

In the words of the Registrar
“Some Friends who come to the IMYM Gathering fail to mention that they have what these days
are called “differing abilities” and will need some extra help once they arrive, perhaps in getting
around, perhaps in hearing and such. Continuing Committee and the registrars are asking that
home meetings help out in identifying these friends who may run into difficulties neither they
nor we anticipate. We also hope that friends from monthly meetings will take special notice at
IMYM to provide assistance to these people when they recognize it is needed, perhaps even to
assign a helper ahead of time. To cope with this request, the registrars intend to send to each
meeting a list of attendees from their meeting so that they can identify for us those friends who
have particular needs. Susan Wiley, as the Advocate for persons with differing Abilities is
ultimately the one to contact.”
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VoIunteerng at IMYM
IMYM is run by volunteers
Your help in any area that you feel able would be much appreciated and will enrich your
experience. There are many different opportunities. Please indicate how you want to volunteer
on the Registration Form. There will be additional opportunities for volunteering—sign up at the
gathering. One of the open volunteer positions is a coordinator of volunteers.

Worship Sharing Groups
If you are able to share your time as a Worship Sharing group leader, please volunteer on your
registration form. Assignment of worship sharing leaders to groups and a brief orientation for
worship sharing group leaders will be in the Lower Pavilion Wednesday afternoon at 4:10 pm. If
you have questions, please contact Jerry Peterson, Worship Sharing Group Convener,
ajrpete@gmail.com, 303-726-8960.

Children’s Yearly Meeting
If you have a talent to share, or a story to tell, if you wish your worship sharing group had the
benefit of hearing the insights of young children, if you enjoy holding babies or cuddling /
running after toddlers, if you enjoy reading books out loud or playing tag or splashing around in
the swimming pool, then CYM would love your volunteer energy! Come share your Light with
the youngest Friends, and enrich your Yearly Meeting experience. Children’s Yearly Meeting is
located near the Dining Room, so it is accessible to Friends of all ages who can help. We
especially encourage Friends without young children to volunteer so that parents with young
children have an opportunity to volunteer for other kinds of activities. We will confirm with you
prior to arrival at Ghost Ranch as part of our effort to coordinate volunteers so that you can
choose your volunteer hours at times that work for you in the IMYM schedule. Eric Swanson -

CYM 2007 Coordinator Ph: (928) 674-5680/ email: thegreatswanny@mac.com or Gretchen
Rei nhardt — (480) 968-4056/ email: processadvocate@earthlink.net

Junior Young Friends
Pick one or more of the nurturing and fun activities in the JYPs schedule and share your
skills helping Young Friends bridge this important transitional age. Your volunteer time will
enrich each activity.

Communications Center/Information Booth
Communications Center/Information Booth is located in Staff House, adjacent to the
Registration area. Friends familiar with Ghost Ranch and the Annual Sessions are especially
needed to man this area for almost all hours that we are meeting. Runners as well as sedentary
folk are welcome.

Registration
Registrars need help both for the Early Days and for the regular session. Especially busy times
are Sunday and Wednesday afternoons and evening.

Dining Room
Ghost Ranch serves a large number of meals in a very short period of time. Friends are needed
to check off diners at the entrance to the serving area and to help remind Friends to return
their trays and dishes promptly during the regular session. For breakfast, two Friends are
needed each day of the regular session, and for lunch and dinner, four Friends are needed. Two
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Friends for each meal are needed as friendly reminders. Contact person is Tom Kowal,
tomandannette@comcast.net, 303 921 1481.

Transportation
A coordinator for golf court drivers and drivers of golf carts are both needed. Golf cart drivers
must be at least 21 years of age. Ghost Ranch insurance requires that golf cart drivers sign an
agreement to operate the carts safely and supply a photocopy of their driver’s license. Please
indicate in your registration material your willingness to drive a cart and complete the attached
transportation form as part of your registration packet. The registrars will send the completed
form to Tom Kowal, IMYM Ghost Ranch Liaison, who will forward it to Ghost Ranch for
processing prior to the session. Upon arrival at Ghost Ranch, volunteer cart drivers will provide
a copy of driver’s license and complete a liability release form to be provided by Ghost Ranch.

Daily Bulletin
Late breaking news, scheduling changes, items for business, and other announcements are
publicized in a daily bulletin which is distributed at the dining hall, communications center, and
posted on bulletin boards. One or two editors are needed each night to format and type the
bulletin. This generally takes one or two hours each evening. The Daily Bulletin is the primary
communications vehicle during IMYM.

Lower Pavilion Volunteers
A team of two to three volunteers is needed to work with clerks/conveners to prepare the
Lower Pavilion prior to each gathering there. Responsibilities include working with the
conveners to determine the seating configuration appropriate for the next event (theater style
for plenary sessions or creativity night, circular for interest groups, etc.), arranging chairs, and
setting up the public address system (microphones and amp) as necessary. Would require
arriving at Lower Pavilion a little early for gatherings or remaining behind a few minutes after to
assure arrangements for next event. Please indicate on registration form your interest in being
a part of the Lower Pavilion team.

Quaker Bookstore
Volunteer helpers are needed Monday afternoon right after lunch to help us unpack the
shipment of books, and arrange them on the display tables. Volunteers are also needed for 2-
3 hour shifts to work in the Bookstore during the Early Days and [MYM itself, and, again, on late
Saturday afternoon to pack up the remaining unsold books for return shipping. Volunteer Sign-
Up sheets will be located in the Bookstore.
For the Coffeehouse to happen again this year in the Bookstore, one or more individuals are
needed to volunteer by mid-May in order to consult in advance with last year’s coordinator re:
supplies to bring to Ghost Ranch, including coffee pots, coffees and teas (both regular and
decaf), etc.
Please contact Marilyn Hayes at 303-666-6802, or marilyn.hayes@colorado.edu re: the
Coffeehouse, and/or with special requests for books to be included in the mid-April order to the
AFSC-supplier.
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Getting To Ghost Ranch

Meal service is not available at Ghost Ranch after 6:30 pm. If you are staying in Ghost Ranch
housing, dinner is included. Plan to arrive in time to visit the Registrar’s office, find your room,
and arrive at the Dining Hall by 6 pm for dinner your first night.

We encourage you to help Ghost Ranch minimize vehicle traffic, eliminate parking congestion,
and maintain a safe, clear air environment by not driving while you are on the Ranch

Ghost Ranch is located in north-central New Mexico, about forty miles northwest of Espanola on
US84.

Arriving by air
The nearest major airport is in Albuquerque, 125 miles south of Ghost Ranch. Several rental car
agencies are located at the airport. Commercial shuttle service to Ghost Ranch may be available
- inquire at the Airport.

More information on travel options is available at the Ghost Ranch website
http://www..org/content/view/27/19/.

If you take the train
Plan to arrive in Santa Fe a day before you plan to be at Ghost Ranch due to train schedules
(most arrive at 3:00 p.m). When you make your train reservation, book through to Santa Fe.
Your train ride will end in Lamy and a shuttle will take you to Ghost Ranch in Santa Fe. (Yes,
there is a Ghost Ranch in Santa Fe!) You will need to make other transportation arrangements
to get to Ghost Ranch in Abiquiu.

Consider carpooling to IMYM
Most of us drive a long way to get to IMYM along fairly predictable (interstate) routes. The
down side of this travel is the green house gasses we emit to be able to gather together. But
on the positive side, we are also presented with the opportunity to increase our awareness of
the relationship between lifestyle choices and climate change. We can take the time to become
more aware of Friends along the way, and may find our lives the richer for it. Are you willing to
take on the challenge to see how few vehicles we can use as a group to get to and from IMYM
this year? If you plan to drive to or from IMYM (either for the early days or for the main
session) and are willing to consider carpooling one or both directions, please mark the “carpoolT
box on your registration form. By marking the box you are not making a commitment to
carpool. You are simply expressing your willingness to be contacted by a carpool coordinator
who will ask you details about your travel plans (departure dates, driving route, vehicle
passengers and baggage capacity, number of people already traveling together, whether you
are willing to leave your vehicle behind, etc.), and will make you aware of possible carpool
opportunities along your route. If you have questions, contact Gretchen Reinhardt, (480) 968-
4056, processadvocate@earthlink.net.

Driving Directions
If you are approaching Ghost Ranch from Espanola, look for the signs to Chama or highway
US84. Take the wrong turn and you are on your way to Taos. Fourteen miles past Abiquiu, look
for the Ghost Ranch sign on the entrance gate on your right between mileposts 224 and 225. It
is a but well-marked dirt road. Drive slowly, very, very, slowly, to minimize dust.
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For those driving from the south and southwest, Santa Fe can be bypassed by taking the
“Veterans Highway” exit off 1-25 that occurs immediately after the turn-off to Madrid (NM41).
Another way to bypass Santa Fe and Espanola is through the “back route” from Bernalillo, 16
miles north of Albuquerque. Take US550 to Cuba. About 4 to 7 miles past Cuba turn right on
NM96 northward to La Jara, Regina, Gallina, Coyote, Youngsville and the Abiquiu Dam. U584 is
across the Dam and up the hill. Turn left on US84 and proceed 3 miles to the Ghost Ranch
entrance.

We suggest that those driving from the Front Range area, Colorado, travel south on Interstate
25 to Walsenburg, west on US16O over La Veta Pass to Alamosa, south on SR17/US185 to
Antonito, then southwest to Chama on SR17. From Chama continue south to Ghost Ranch. This
has proven to be the quickest route in the past.

Chamci

Santa Pa Campus

Abiquiu Campus
14 rniIc north Abuii.

Española

Albuquarqvo
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Refund Policy

The $52 registration fee is NOT refundable, but if the registrar receives a cancellation notice on
or before May 10, all other fees will be refunded. No refunds for housing and meals will be given
to Friends who come to IMYM but then decide to leave early, or who arrive after the day for
which they have made reservations.

In the exceptional case of some unforeseen emergency, any refund allowed will be considered
only after we have settled our bill with Ghost Ranch. IMYM may elect to refund excess receipts
at any time if calculation of their fees shows that they have been overcharged, even after the end
of Yearly Meeting.
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termoutain Yearly Meeting This June at Ghost Ranch — IMYM We... http://www.imym.org/registrars2007/earlyannounce2007/

Intermountain Yearly Meeting This June at
Ghost Ranch
A letter from the Registrars with some early news about the Annual Gathering. (YOU CAN
PRINT TillS LETTER USING THE PRINTER ICON IN THE UPPER RIGHT CORNER.)

The IMYM Continuing Committee just met and we’re pleased to send out news and details about this
year’s upcoming gathering, in the hope that with this early notice your plans can be prepared to attend
at Ghost Ranch in New Mexico, from June lo— 17. Registration packets with full information
will be available after March 1 from your Meeting or at IMYM.org. Costs for this year’s
gathering are given below. Please don’t hesitate to consider scholarship assistance.

THE NEWS: Big changes on the mesa! Brand new lodging with private bathrooms (disabled
accessible) is available. It’s modern, comfortable and the views are spectacular.

The plenary topic this year is vibrant and inviting: “Deepening Our Spiritual Connections” and will be
addressed by Margery Mears Larrabee. The theme will be explored throughout the week. Interest
groups and Early Days seminars look exciting.

SENIOR YOUNG FRIENDS: The Casitas are no longer available for us to use; Senior Young Friends
will have mesa housing and a gathering place close by with a fridge, microwave and other comforts. The
Long House will also be a gathering place for SYFs.

THE DETAILS: The registration fee is $52.00 to cover administrative costs and children’s program
costs not covered by housing fees. No registration fee is charged for those under 20. Housing fees are
scaled according to the type of accommodations. Meals are included with lodging in Ghost Ranch
accommodations, or can be purchased separately as indicated below for campers. Kids 4-12 are half
price on lodging and camper meals, and 3 and under are free. More details will be included in the
registration packet.

Camping $19/night per site Breakfast: $6.oo

Mesa - SYF $42/night Lunch: $7.50

Mesa $54/night Dinner: $8.50

Lower Level $64/night

Semi-private Bath $72/night

Private Bath $82/night

5/31/2007 11:28AM
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Please contact the registrars with any questions. IMYM is planning for a wonderful time and hopes
you’ll plan to attend.

IMYM web page address imym.org

Fran Boler fboler@indra.com

Joanne Cowan orderlypursuits@msn.com

Thanks for your early consideration, Fran and Joanne

of2 5/31/2007 11:28 AM
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ADULT REGISTRATION FORM

I. PERSONAL INFO: Family/Group name:______________________

NAME: Gender: M / F Birthdate_________
First Last mo/day/year

ADDRESS:
Street Email

City, State Zip Contact phone
YOUR MEETING:

IL LODGING Three steps below to complete. Step #1: check (vi’) your needs: D Differing mobility abilities
(Write details in V. below.)

EJ Require ADA bathroom
D Other:__________________

Steo #2: Check (V) your choice below — D No special needs
Ghost Ranch Housing Fees CamDaround Housing Fees
Cost per person per day; meals are included Cost (Meals are not included in camping fees but Cost
in Ghost Ranch fees. ‘ should be ourchased with this form).
Lower Level: — Tent (limited to two tents per site) $19.00

Shared bath $ 64 — RV $25.00
Semi-private bath (ADA available) $ 72 — Electricity $ 2.00

Private (ADA available) $ 82 — TOTAL $
On the Mesa: (Read about Mesa in packet)
New Mesa: All private baths (ADA available) $ 82 — See below to select meal choices.
Old Mesa: Shared bath $ 54 —

Old Mesa: Shared bath Young Adult Friends $ 54 Meal tickets may also be purchased from Ghost Ranch office.
(YAF) = age “.‘20-’s’30 years —

Steo 3: Complete the housing fee chart below.
6/10 6/11 6/12 6/13 6/14 6/15 6/16 TOTAL

Enter selected $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Lodging Fee

IlL MEAL SELECTION FOR CAMPERS: Indicate meals and amount below. Check (V) your choice.
Meal I 6/10 I 6/11 6/12 I 6/13 I I 6/14 6/15 I 6/16 I 6/17 Total Cost Amount

B NA x$6.00 $
L NA x$7.50 $
D NA x$8.50 $

Total $

IV. ROOMATES: If you are sharing a room, enter FULL name(s) below. (Include spouse/partner/children or other)

V. TELL THE REGISTRARS: Indicate special needs: dietary requirements (vegan? vegetarian?), need golf cart? Early
Days child care needs? (Indicate infant, toddler, preschool.)

Carpool? Need a ride? C Can take passengers? The carpool coordinator will coontact you to arrange.



Group Name Name of Registrant

VI. ATIVmES: Please complete each of the four sections A-D below.
A. Worship Sharing: Every adult is assigned a morning Worship Sharing Group. Please check (v’) your preferences.
Preference for Worship Sharing Group Location: ‘ Choose one style for morning Worship Sharing:

Indoor only
— Traditional

Prefer outdoor — Bible
—

No preference
— Discussion

—

Optional: Intergenerational (Thu, Fri1 Sat afternoons) — Spanish —

B. Early Seminars: Please check (V) your C. Volunteer Activities: D. Interest Groups: Rank 3 choices for
choice(s) below. The Early Seminars take place Please check “ below any each day, with #1 representing a group

on Sun, Mon, Tues, and Wed. Times of seminars volunteer activities you you would most likely attend. The interest
vary; check the packet. would like to join, groups take place Thu, Fri and Sat, 2:30-

3:40.

Sun, Mon, Tue, Wed (6/10-6/13) — Dining Room Thursday (6/14)

1. Quaker Studies Children’s YM, (M,T,W) 1. War Tax Resisters

Mon, Tue, Wed (6/11-6/13) — Children’s YM, (Th,F, 5) 2. Joint Service Project for JYF & SYF
2. Alternatives to Violence Project — Operations — 3.Conscientious Objector-Navajo Style —

3. Quaker Outreach = Junior Young Friends 4. AFSC g0th Birthday
4. Spiritual Formation Program Retreat Communication Center 5. Play: Mother Earth (cont’s on Fri)

5. The Utopian Vision — Daily Bulletin 6. Migrant & Border Concerns - —

WWJWD?
6. Global Warming Worship Sharing Leader 7. Harmlessness in Healing

Tuesday only (6/12) — Nurse / Physician / EMT
— Friday (6/15) —

7. Dougla-Prieta Works * Golf Cart Driver 5.Play:Mother Earth (cont’d from Thu)

8. AFSC g0th Birthday * — Registration = 8. Book Discussion: Sanctuary for Life =
Volunteer coordinator 9. Native American Issues of the SW —

Wednesday only (6/13) Lower pavilion set-up 10. QUIT torture

9. Spiritual Kalimba Quaker bookstore 11. How to Set Up a Spiritual —

— Formation Program Opening Retreat —

10. Conscientious Objector/Navajo Style * — Bookstore coffeehouse — 12 FCNL —

11. Changing our Name Back to “Friends of 13. Permaculture, Sustainability and
Truth” — People (same as Sat below) —

12. Committee on Migrant & Border 14. Migrant & Border Concerns -

Concerns — Events, Progress and Policy
13. IMYM AFSC Committee — 15. Friends Peace Teams —

Saturday (6/16)
13. Permaculture (same as Fri above)
16. Dougla-Prieta Works

17. Joint Service Project
This event also presented 18. Quaker Quest —

as an Interest Group. 19. Sing! Sing! =
20. Dialogue with Margery Mears

Larrabee

21. Friends Environmental Care —

22. Quaker Ministry in Guatemala —

TBA 23. Quaker Earthcare Witness —

SEE THE REGISTRATION PACKET FOR DESCRIPTIONS OF ABOVE EVENTS BY NUMBER.
Complete next page ONCE for all individuals paying together.
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Group Name

______________________

Name of Registrant

____________________________

VII. Payment: Complete this page ONCE for all individuals paying together.

Please complete form below. Make checks payable to: Intermountain Yearly Meeting.

Mail registration and payment to: Joanne Cowan
3312 16TH Street
Boulder, CO 80304-2250

Your registration fee ($52 if 21 or older; otherwise 0) $
Registration fee for others in your group ($52 if 21 or older; otherwise 0)
Name #1 $
Name #2 $
Name #3 $
Name #4 $

Your lodging fee
Lodging fee for others (including roommates and children) in your group:
Name #1 $
Name #2 $
Name #3 $
Name #4 $

Your camping, meals fee, and extra meals fee. (add together) $
Other camper meals or extra meals fee (including roommates and children) in your group.
Name #1 $
Name #2 $
Name #3 $
Name #4 $

Donation to Joint Service Project $
Donation to Scholarship Fund

TOTAL DUE $
TOTAL ENCLOSED $

Notes to the Registrars.
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YOUNG FRIENDS REGISTRATION

I. PERSONAL INFO: Family/Group Name

Name:_____________________________ Gender M / F Birthdate

_________

Age as of 6/10/2007

_____

(mo/day/year)
(If 3 years old or less, no housing or meals costs apply. If 4 years old through 12, housing and/or camper meals are half
price.)

Grade in Fall 2007 Accompanying Adult. Relationship

Classification: Check (v’) which applies.

_____

Senior Young Friend (entering grade 10 and older)

_____

Junior Young Friend (entering grades 6- 9)

_____

CYM Elementary (entering K-5)

_____

CYM Preschool (age 3-5)

_____

CYM Nursery (0-3)

Additional Forms to Include with Registration:
A, B, C, D
A, B, C

A, D, E

IL DATES: Check (V) the nights this registrant will be present at YM.

6/10 6/11 6/12 6/13 6/14 6/15 6/16

III. MEALS AND SPECIAL NEEDS: Check (V) your choice.
Meal preference: Regular Vegetarian_____ Indicate any special needs:

IV. HOUSING: Check (V) your choice.
SYF Mesa. $42! night X nights = $ . This is your Lodging and Meal fee. Enter this amount on

Lodging line in Section VI below. Skip remainder of form.

Housing with accompanying adult. Enter price from adult form (enter 0 if camping).
$ / night X nights (X .5 if age 4 through 12 years) = $ . This is your Lodging and Meal fee. Enter this
amount on Lodging line in Section VI below. Skip remainder of form.

VI. TOTAL COST

$______ +$_______
=DUE$_____

Lodging Meals (if applies)

Include amount due in Section VI, “Payment” on the Adult Registration form with the registration payment for the
accompanying adult.
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CYM Schedule 2007 IMYM

Thursday

Time Age Group Coordinator Volunteers Activity Description
7:30 — 8 — Breakfast Parents / NA Breakfast
8:30 Guardians
8:15-9:00 0-3 (diapers, Audrey 1:3 (Adult:Child) Unstructured Play!

attention) Nicole Hiking
Multi-age (4 to Eric 1:5 (Adult:Child) Modified Worship
11) Gretchen Sharing

9:00—11:45 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 (Adult:Child) Unstructured Play &
Nicole Snack

3-5 Ghost Ranch NA Activities organized by
Staff and with the G.R.

college staff
6-11 Ghost Ranch NA Activities organized by

Staff and with the G.R.
college staff

12-1 Lunch Parents / NA Lunch
Guardians

1-2:30 0-5 (nap) Audrey 1:3 (Adult:Child) Quiet Time / Reading /
Nicole Nap

6-1 1 Eric 1:5 (Adult:Child) Interest group
Gretchen But any adult is Permaculture &

welecome who has Sustainability: A
a curiosity! “Discovery” Hike with

Landscape Architect
Jennifer Wellington

2:30-3:30 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 (Adult:Child) Unstructured Play
Nicole

4-1 1 Eric 1:5 (Adult:Child) Swimming
Gretchen More welcome-

must like playing in
the pool!

3:30-4 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 (Adult:Child) Unstructured Play &
Nicole Snacks

4-1 1 Eric 1:5 (Adult:Child) Quaker reading &
Gretchen Need a snack Snacks

coordinator, for all
3 days

4-5 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 (Adult:Child) Unstructured Play
Nicole

4-1 1 Eric 1:5 (Adult:Child) Migrant perspective’s,
Gretchen Mexican folk Music

and Games With Jose
Ramirez

5-6 Dinner Parents! NA Dinner
Guardians

6-7 5-11 Ghost Ranch NA JYF Board Games with
Staff JYF and “snack shack”

7-8 5-11 Parents NA Camp Fire Singing
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Friday

Time Age Group Coordinator Volunteers Activity Description
7:30 — 8 — Breakfast Parents / NA Breakfast
8:30 Guardians
8: 15-9:00 0-3 (diapers, Audrey 1:3 (Adult:Child) Unstructured Play /

attention) Nicole Hiking
Multi-age (4 to Eric 1:5 (Adult:Child) Modified Worship
11) Gretchen Sharing, about 30

minutes of worship -

role models needed!
9:00 —1 1:45 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 (Adult:Child) Unstructured Play &

Nicole Snack
3-5 Ghost Ranch NA Activities organized by

Staff and with the G.R.
college staff

6-11 Ghost Ranch NA Activities organized by
Staff and with the G.R.

college staff
12 -1 Lunch Parents / NA Lunch

Guardians
1-2:30 0-5 (nap) Audrey 1:3 (Adult:Child) Quiet Time / Reading /

Nicole Nap
6-11 Eric 1:5 (Adult:Child) A discussion about

Gretchen spiritual connection
with Plenary speaker
Margery Mears
Larrabee

2:30-3:30 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 (Adult:Child) Unstructured Play
Nicole

4-11 Eric 1:5 (Adult:Child) Swimming
Gretchen More welcome-

must like playing in
the pool!)

3:30-4:30 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 (Adult:Child) Unstructured Play &
Nicole Snacks

4-11 Eric 1:5 (Adult:Child) Snack Shack &
Gretchen Soccer with SYF at the

Long House

4:30-5 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 (Adult:Child) Unstructured Play
Nicole

4-11 Eric 1:5 (Adult:Child) Quaker Reading
Gretchen

5-6 Dinner Parents / NA Dinner
Guardians

6-8:30 All Ages Parents / NA Activities organized by
Guardians and with the G.R.

college staff
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Saturday

Time Age Group Coordinator Volunteers Activity Description
7:30 — 8 — 8:30 Breakfast Parents / NA Breakfast

Guardians
8:15-9:00 0-3 (diapers, Audrey 1:3 (Adult:Child) Unstructured Play /

attention) Nicole Hiking
Multi-age (4 to Eric 1:5 (Adult:Child) Modified Worship
1 1) Gretchen Sharing

9:00 —11:45 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 (Adult:Child) Unstructured Play &
Nicole Snack

3-5 Ghost Ranch NA Activities organized by
Staff and with the G.R.

college staff
6-11 Ghost Ranch NA Activities organized by

Staff and with the G.R.
college staff

12 -1 Lunch Parents / NA Lunch
Guardians

1-2:30 0-5 (nap) Audrey 1:3 (Adult:Child) Quiet Time / Reading /
Nicole Nap

6-11 Eric 1:5 (Adult:Child) Alternatives to
Gretchen Violence with Jane

Kroesen
2:30-3:30 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 (Adult:Child) Unstructured Play

Nicole
4-11 Eric :5 (Adult:Child) Swimming

Gretchen More welcome-
must like playing in
the pool!)

3:30-5 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 (Adult:Child) Unstructured Play &
Nicole Snacks

4-11 Eric 1:5 (Adult:Child) Snacks & Skit for
Gretchen Creativity Night

5-6 Dinner Parents / NA Dinner
Guardians

6 — 9 4-11 Eric 1:5 (Adult:Child) Creativity Night
Gretchen
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Sunday

Time Age Group Coordinator Volunteers Activity Description
7:30 — 8 — Breakfast Parents / NA Breakfast
8:30 Guardians
8:15-9:00 0-3 (diapers, Audrey 1:3 (Adult:Child) Unstructured Play /

attention) Nicole Hiking
Multi-age (4 to Eric 1:5 (Adult:Child) Unstructured Play
1 1) Gretchen

9:00 —1 1:45 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 (Adult:Child) Unstructured Play &
Nicole Snack

3-5 Ghost Ranch NA Activities organized by
Staff and with the G.R.

college staff7CYM
6-11 Ghost Ranch NA Worship sharing at

Staff Lower Pavillon
12 on Departure / Lunch Parents I NA Departure / Lunch

Guardians

CYM Early Days (0-11 years-olds)
Monday-Wednesday

Time Age Group Coordinator Volunteers Comments
8:45 — 9:00 All ages Gretchen 1:3 Adult:Child Modified Worship

(0-11) ratio Sharhig
9:00 — 12:00 0-3 Gretchen 1:3 Adult:Child Unstructured Play &

ratio Snack— Children
should be prepared for
the weather including
sun screen and outdoor
shoes.

Preschool G.R. Staff NA Activities organized by
and with the G.R.
college staff

Primary School G.R. Staff NA Activities organized by
and with the G.R.
college staff.

12:00 — 1:00 Lunch Family / NA
Guardian

Afternoon Family I If needed 3 all day work shops
Guardian are offered in Early

Days. If parents want
to attend these we will
be looking for
afternoon and possibly
evening help. Check
www.irnvm.org cym
folder for volunteer
list, or contact Eric.

Evening Family I IfNeeded See afternoon
Guardian comments
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4’

Permission Form A

Section I
PARENT’S AND CHILD/YOUTH’S RESPONSIBILITY AGREEMENT

MUST BE SIGNED FOR ALL CHILDREN AND YOUTH UNDER 18 YEARS OLD

As a parent or legal guardian who is attending IMYM, I assume full responsibility for my child/youth at all times
when he/she is not in an IMYM or Ghost Ranch supervised activity. This includes appropriate behavior during
meal times, evenings and any time he/she may choose not to cooperate or participate in organized activities. This
also includes being financially responsible for any damage caused.

Printed name of child or youth Age

Signature of Parent or Legal Guardian Date

As a child or youth attending IMYM with my parents or legal guardian, I agree to abide by the rules of Ghost
Ranch and IMYM. If I violate any of these rules, I realize that I will no longer be welcome in the programs and
must stay with my parent or legal guardian. I realize that my parent or legal guardian will be financially
responsible for any damage I cause.

Signature of Child/Youth Date

Section II
GHOST RANCH EMERGENCY MEDICAL CARE PERMISSION

MUST BE SIGNED FOR ALL CHILDREN AND YOUTH UNDER 18 YEARS OLD

The undersigned parent or legal guardian of_________________________________________
PRINT name of child/youth

who will attend the 2007 Intermountain Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends at Ghost Ranch, Abiquiu,
New Mexico, authorizes IMYM personnel or Ghost Ranch staff to arrange for emergency care or other medical
attention deemed necessary, including admission to a hospital, of the above named minor person in the event that such
medical attention or care is, in the opinion of the authorized person(s) or entity, determined to be necessary; including
any and all costs, expenses, and charges for medical or hospital care provided by or received from whomsoever, and
costs of transportation related thereto.

Signature of Parent or Legal Guardian Date

Section III
GHOST RANCH LEAVE RELEASE

MUST BE SIGNED FOR ALL CHILDREN AND YOUTH UNDER 18 YEARS OLD

My son/daughter,
PRINT name ofchild/youth

a person under 18 years of age who will attend the 2007 Intermountain Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of
Friends at Ghost Ranch, Abiquiu, New Mexico, has my permission to participate in scheduled IMYM off-Ranch
events.

Signature of Parent or Legal Guardian Date
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Permission Form B

Ghost Ranch

ADVENTURE BYCHOICE CONFIDENTIAL MEDICAL IUSTORY

General information
Name_____________________________ Social Security number________________
Home Address______
City_______________________ State, ZIP Telephone_________
D.O.B_/_/_ Age_ M_ F_ Height Weight
Physician_______________________ City, State______________________

Person to notify in case of ifiness or injury
Name______________________________ Relationship_____________________________
Address
City______________________ State, ZIP_______________
Tel (home)

_________________

(work)_____________________

Insurance
You are responsible for any medical expenses and should be covered by your own sickness and accident
insurance. Complete answers are required.

Are you covered by hospitalization and medical care insurance? Yes No_____
Name of Insurance Company________________________________________
Policy #______________________ Telephone #________________________

Medical Information

If you have any health problems that we should be aware of, please check below and describe:
diabetes, seizures or frequent unexplained fainting/dizziness
neck, back or shoulder pain or injury chronic illness or physical infirmity
high blood pressure and/or heart problems hypoglycemia

Description:

Medications
Do you carry epinephrine? Do you carry insulin?_____
Are you currently taking medications?
Please indicate name, amount and condition for use for all medication_______________________

Permission
By signing this form, I give permission for any emergency medical care provided by ambulance/hospital
personnel which might become necessary.

Printed name_______________
Signature_________________________________________________________ Date_____________
Signature of Parent or Guardian________________________________________ Date_____________
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Permission Form C

High Ropes Course, Low Ropes Course, Waterfront Activity

To participate in these -Adventure by Choice facilities, Ghost Ranch requires that a release form and a medical
history form be filled out and signed.
Participants under the age of 18 also need their parent’s or guardian’s signatures. Children under the age of 12
must bring their parents or guardians to observe them. The forms are turned into the Ghost Ranch person in
charge at the place of assembly to depart for the location of the facility. An inadequately filled in form will
mean the person will have to complete the form quickly or not go on the activity.
Ghost Ranch requires that the Kayaks activity be signed up for in advance. The forms and money are collected
before leaving the Ranch.
THIS IS A LEGAL DOCUMENT WHICH INCLUDES A RELEASE OF LIABILITY PLEASE READ IT
CAREFULLY
1. I understand and accept that the ‘Challenge by Choice” Programs, known as “Pathways” and “Airways”
being offered by Ghost Ranch Conference Center exposes me to many risks. Some of the risks which may be
present or may occur include, but are not limited to, the following:
-hazards of traveling by foot or vehicle to and from the course. -using climbing equipment, harnesses, ropes,
carabineers, and other similar equipment.
-objects falling from above which may include other climbing gear, nuts bolts, ropes, tree limbs, personal
materials, cameras, etc. -getting tangled in ropes or cables.
-falling from course elements and landing on the ground, or falling against cables, platforms, beams and other
people.
-failure of any equipment, climbing or construction. -injuries inflicted by animals, insects, reptiles or plants. -

the forces of nature including but not limited to lightning, weather changes, hypothermia, hyperthermia,
sunburn, high winds, etc.
-the physical exertion and stress associated with this outdoor activity.

2. I understand that participation in these programs is entirely VOLUNTARY. I have freely chosen to
participate and understand that I may choose to stop at any time. I hereby assume the risks and perils directly
or indirectly associated with this outdoor activity.
3. I understand that this activity may subject me to rigorous physical exertion. I hereby state that I am in
sufficiently good physical condition to accept this level of activity.
4. In consideration of the opportunity to participate in this program, I have and do hereby release and will hold
harmless, Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) A Corporation, Ghost Ranch Conference Center, and all its officers,
employees and agents, from any and all liability, causes of actions, debts, claims and demands of every kind
and nature whatsoever for injury to person, including death and/or permanent or partial disability, or damage to
property that may occur as a result of my participation in said activity. The terms hereof shall serve as a
release, indemnification, and assumption of risk for my heirs, executors, and administrators and for all
members of my family, including any minors for which I have responsibility.
5. Prior to signing this document, I have had an adequate opportunity to read and understand it, I have had an
opportunity to ask questions about it, and I have had my questions answered to my satisfaction.

Participant signature Printed name Date

Printed name DateSignature of Parent or Guardian
(if participant is under 18)
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Permission Form D

SENIOR YOUNG FRIEND UNDER 18 YEARS OF AGE NOT ACCOMPANIED TO IMYM
BY PARENT OR LEGAL GUARDIAN

Every person participating in the Senior Young Friends program (going into 10th grade in the fall and
older) that is under the age of 18 must have a parent or legal guardian attending IMYM 2005 at
Ghost Ranch, or be accompanied by a sponsor approved by the person’s parent or legal guardian.
Minors not accompanied by a parent or legal guardian, or by a designated sponsor possessing this
signed form, will not be allowed to register for IMYM, and will be asked to leave Ghost Ranch. The
sponsor is a conscientious person of legal age (21) who knows the sponsored person well and who
will be attending IMYM during the time the sponsored person is attending. Sponsors are mediators
for the person they sponsor if problems arise within the Senior Young Friends program or at Ghost
Ranch. Both Senior Young Friends and their sponsors should realize that if the sponsored person
does not respect the policies of the SYF program, IMYM and Ghost Ranch, they will be asked to
leave the SYF residence and spend the remainder of their time at IMYM with, and under the direct
supervision of, their sponsors. For this reason we suggest no more than two Senior Young Friends
per adult sponsor. The Medical Information Form is critical because minors cannot receive medical
attention if a parent, legal guardian or designated sponsor is not present to give permission for
treatment. The sponsored young person, the parent or legal guardian, and the designated sponsor
must each sign the Permission and Medical Information Form below in the appropriate places.

Please PRINT names below then SIGN and then . . .DATE

Senior Young Friend:

_____________________ ________________________ ___________

NAME SIGNATURE DATE

Parent/Guardian:

____________________ _______________________ __________

NAME SIGNATURE DATE

Designated Sponsor

_____________________ _______________________ ___________

NAME SIGNATURE DATE

As the parent or legal guardian, who has signed above, I give permission for the above-named minor
to participate in IMYM 2005 at Ghost Ranch, and to participate in all planned program activities,
both on and off the Ranch. Thereby release Intermountain Yearly Meeting (IMYM), its volunteers,
and Ghost Ranch staff, from liability for any injuries or illness that my child may experience during
IMYM 2005 at Ghost Ranch. In the event of a medical emergency I hereby authorize IMYM and
Ghost Ranch personnel, or the sponsor designated above, to consent to any medical or surgical care
advised by licensed healthcare providers. I hereby release IMYM and Ghost Ranch from any
liability, legal or financial, for emergency care provided to my child. I expect to be informed of any
such care as it is practicable to do so during or after the emergency.

Name and telephone(s) of an emergency contact who is NO T attending Yearly Meeting:

NAME TELEPHONE

Health Insurance Provider & Policy or Medical Record Number (MRJPOL#):

COMPANY POLICY NUMBER

Exact or approximate date of last Tetanus immunization:

________________

List all known allergies:___________________________________________________________
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Permission Form E

Senior Young Friends Degendered Bathroom Form

Senior Young Friends: “The Bathroom Issue”

During Yearly Meeting of 2004, the Senior Young Friends addressed the issue of the binary nature of gender in our
society. It was brought to our attention that not everybody fits neatly into the categories of “male/female “or”
man/woman, “ making seemingly simple acts like using a public restroom complicated and uncomfortable. After
considerable discussion, the decision was reached by the Senior Young Friends to de-gender the bathrooms nearest
to the SYF Mesa housing. Any and all genders may use either bathroom. For those who feel uncomfortable with
what is essentially a unisex bathroom, there are also bathrooms and shower facilities in nearby Mesa housing that
will remain segregated. In an effort to accommodate the large age range in SYF and peoples’ varying feelings of
comfort and safety when it comes to public restrooms, we are asking that parents of Senior Young Friends under the
age of 18 sign a permission slip, simply stating that you are aware of this issue and don’t mind if your child uses a
unisex bathroom. Please send this slip with your child to Yearly Meeting and give it either to one of the co-clerks or
adult facilitators (FAPs).

If you have further questions or concerns, please contact
Risa Thronweber (SYf Co-Clerk) thronri(earlliam.edu
David Wampler (SYF Co-Clerk) guantumsawdust(gmail.com
Lisa Motz-Storey (SYF FAP) lmotzstorey@msn.com
Kathi Sutton (SYF FAP) annabel1esez(iyahoo.com

(Please print clearly & legibly) I,

______________________________

(parent name) give permission to my child

__________________________

to use the unisex bathrooms near the SYF Mesa housing.

Signed,

__________________________________

(signamre)
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Transportation Volunteer Information

If you are willing to drive a golf cart, either for yourself or others, while at Ghost
Ranch, you must complete the following and return it to the registrars with your
registration packet.

Name

_______________________________DOB _____________

Driver’s License Number State

________________

Vehicle Insurance Carrier

_______________Policy

Number_________________

I authorize Ghost Ranch and the Presbyterian Church administration to check my
motor vehicle driving record for the purpose of determining my qualifications to
operate the golf carts at Ghost Ranch during IMYM.
Upon arrival at Ghost Ranch I will provide a copy of my driver’s license and sign
an agreement to operate the carts safely prior to operating a Ghost Ranch golf
cart.

Signature

____________________________________Date
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IMYM Interest Groups
Topic Description Day

(2:30-

3:40)

1. Book Discussion “Sanctuary For All Life” Friday

Vicki Aidridge By Jim Corbett

‘for those who have read part or all of the
book’

2. .Native American Introduced by Aya Mariagnes Medrud Friday
Issues of the Southwest —

guest presenter

3.DouglaPrieta Brief recap of our history, emphasizing the Sat.

Works progress since last IMYM. We will discuss the

Marybeth Webster and two Symposia co-run by us and Cochise College

Jose Ramirez so far and the growing interest in becoming or

linking with an existing Gameen-type micro-bank
4 War Tax The American Quaker tradition of refusing to pay Thurs.

Resisters for war, dates back to the French and Indian Wars

Mary Burton-Riseley & as described in John Woolman’s JOURNAL.
Vicki Aldridge New York Yearly Meeting just issued a Minute in

Support of War Tax

Resistance. IMYIvI is being asked to do the same.

Two

New Mexico Friends active in the movement to

extend

Conscientious objection to include nonpayment

of war

Taxes, will share their motivations, experiences

and

invite creative responses to this dilemma for

Conscientious Quakers

5. Joint Service Project Report and Slide Show for all Sat.

Glen Trostle

6. JSP for JYF & SYF a discussion group and movie presentation for Thurs.

young Friends on community service and cultural

exchange.

7. A sample Quaker All are invited to experience Quaker Quest,
Quest meeting an outreach program created in England and Sat.
Allen Stockbridge being introduced in the US in 2007. A

sample session, with presentations on three
Quaker’s personal experiences followed by
group discussions, will show everyone how it
is being done.

8. Conscientious Dine’ activist Ivan Gamble speaks about his Thurs.
Objector experience joining the marines and “learning the



Navajo Style hard way” that he was a pacifist. Mr. Gamble is a
Ivan Gamble law student who has run with the Hopis from

their reservation to Mexico City to introduce their
views on water to the World Water Summit, and
recently walked across the Navajo Nation
advocating for a Navajo constitution.

9. . QUIT torture This will be a report from the 2nd Quaker Friday
Martha Roberts, Emily Initiative to End Torture conference. We need to
Box talk about the unspeakable and consider with one

another how Friends can spread the message and
become more active on this issue.

10. How to set up a We will go over the steps necessary to organize a Friday
Spiritual Formation Spiritual Formation Program Opening Retreat—
Program Opening including what space is needed, what the finances
Retreat are, how to schedule retreat facilitators, how to

order reading materials and how to do
Bruce Thron-Weber registration. Written information to use as a guide
BruceThronwebber@aol.c will be provided for you to take home
om
303-909-5965
12. Quaker Earthcare We are hoping to bring out a representive from TBA
Witness - QEW QEW as it works on restructuring the

organization. Stay tuned...
13. AFSC 90th birthday! Come celebrate and learn about Quaker values in Thurs.
Brenda Chung action.

Presenters: Shan Cretin, Regional Director, AFSC
Pacific Southwest Region; Marielle Oetjen,
Interim Associate Regional Director, AFSC
Central Region, others TBA.

14. FCNL From the national office speaker(s) Chris Bracken Friday
Mary Riseley-Burton and possibly IMYM’s own Andrew Peterson

share their experiences and update us on the work
of FCNL. IMYM regional reps to speak as well.

15. Permaculture, Did you know that the food we eat comes from an Friday
Sustainability and average of 1500 miles away? If dams destroy 24 max.
People ecosystems we value, why aren’t we harvesting &
Jennifer Wellington roof water? Is food from your local Farmer’s Sat

Market expensive when compared to the cost in
human life of a war for oil and corporate profit?
We are the solution. Come and learn and share
a permaculture way of life

16. Sing Sing! Singing with Eleanor Dart and Meredith Little. Sat
Meredith Little Bring your Quaker hymnbook if you have one
Eleanor Dart



17. Play “Mother Earth SYF and adults are invited to participate in Thurs.
vs. World’s People” presenting an engaging theatre piece to all of Friday
Mary Ray Cate IMYM at Friday’s evening session. No

memorization required. Participants will practice
Thursday and Friday during interest group time to
prepare for the Friday evening performance.

18. [Al. Migrant and 18 [a]Events, progress and policy; 18a
Border Concerns — consideration of CMBC’s proposals and Friday
MBC Monthly Meeting responses to 2007-2008
CMBC members IMYM Query - Facilitated/Led by CMBC
[contact: Tom Kowal] members

18[b] • “WWJWD? [What Would John 18b
18. [B]. David Perkins, Woolman DO?]” The spiritual and faith basis Thurs.
and Torn Kowal of migrant and immigration work — Tom

Kowal presenting Danielle Short’s “Immigration
and Friends’ Testimonies”, David Perkins on
JWs “Plea For the Poor”, and others as led.

19. . Friends Peace Come hear an update on the work of Friends Friday
Teams (FPT) Peace Teams, an international organization doing
Margaret Willen peace building in Africa and Latin America. FPT

conducts reconciliation and anti-violence
workshops in countries recovering from internal
strife. IMYM is represented on the advisory
council of Friends Peace Teams.

20. Harmlessness In The TBA Thurs.
Process Of Healing
Eric_Dillon

21. . Dialogue with A chance to continue conversations with the Sat.
Margery Mears plenary speaker, Margery Mears Larrabee and
Larrabee follow up with discussion on Deepening Spiritual

Connections.
22 Bill & Genie Durland Are we destroying the earth and ourselves too? Sat
Friends Environmental Conversations on global warming, depleted
Care: The uranium, and military land grabs.
Uncomfortable Truth

23. Quaker Ministry in “What is it about Guatemala?” There’s truly Sat.
Guatemala something, which I find uncanny, about
Pepper Goodrich Guatemala, that draws human service

efforts, projects, ministries and volunteers.



Early Day Seminar! Description Early
Presentor(s) Day

Seminars
9:00-
11:45 am
unless
“noted”
otherwise

1.Alternatives to Violence This 20-hour Alternatives to Violence Project Mon. and
(AVP) Marg Willen basic workshop allows participants to explore Tues.
Pelican Lee violence in our lives and learn from each other 8:30-
Vicki Aidridge how to address potentially violent situations with 12:00 +

peaceful solutions. Experiential exercises are 1:00-
Info about AVP: conducted in a supportive environment where 5:30;
www.avpusa.org participants are challenged but have fun and Wed.

learn, too. 8:00
All adult attenders of IMYM, including Senior 12:00
Young Friends, are invited to participate.
Beginning with the first session Monday
morning, all participants must attend all sessions
in order create the community experience AVP
builds. Sign Up Early 2o participants maximum.

2. DouglaPrieta Works Brief recap of our history, emphasizing the Tuesday
Marybeth Webster and Jose progress since last IMYM. We will discuss the 9-11:45
Ramirez two Symposia co-run by us, and Cochise

College. The growing interest in becoming or
linking with an existing Gameen-type micro-
bank.

3. “Spiritual Kalimba” Intuitive Spiritual Music on the kalimba. Wed.
Mark Holdaway The kalimba is organized in such a way 9-11:45
mark@markholdaway.com that no matter what you

do on it, something lovely happens. It can
be very easy to abandon one’s
preconceptions of what music
should be, and to follow the calls of spirit
or intuition
in making a joyful noise to the Lord
I will talk a bit and demonstrate about
“unprogrammed kalimba”
spiritual music, and then we will do
“kalimba worship sharing”,
with sounds coming to us out of the
silence, returning to silence
after we speak with the kalimba. Kalimbas



S

will be
available, or bring your own. Other quiet
instruments
are welcome.

4. Quaker Outreach Outreach is rising to the top of consciousness for Mon,
Allen Stockbridge many Friends with concern for the sustainability Tues,
(435) 658-3666 of the earth and her people. We will discuss Wed.
cIean.air(ilgoparkcity.com practical, contemporary solutions to increase
(435) 602-9948 awareness, including the “Quaker Quest”

program so effective in Britain
5. Quaker Studies A fresh look at who the Quakers are and how Sunday
Martha Roberts & they do what they do. Those familiar with and evening
Gusten Lutter new to Friends are welcome Do you know what 7-8; all
gustentoo(yahoo.com the Quaker question is? Do you understand day Mon;
martharoberts@comcast.net the Quaker Cycle? Do you live in the Tues

Quaker Web? Come learn a new way of morning;
looking at being a Quaker. all day

Wed.
6. Conscientious Objector Dine’ activist Ivan Gamble speaks about his Wed.
Navajo Style experience joining the marines and “learning the 9- 11:45
Ivan Gamble hard way” that he was a pacifist. Mr. Gamble is a

law student who has run with the Hopis from
their reservation to Mexico City to introduce
their views on water to the World Water Summit,
and recently walked across the Navajo Nation
advocating for a Navajo constitution.

7. Spiritual Formation The IMYIvI Spiritual Formation Committee will Mon. eve
Program Opening Retreat facilitate a full-length SF Opening Retreat which 7-9
Bruce Thron-Weber can be the beginning of a year of Spiritual tues 9-5
brucethronweber(äaol.com engagement and growth. It can also be the first wed

step to becoming a facilitator of the program— 9-1 l;45
particularly for your local Meeting.
The program lasts for about nine months. It is
important to participate fully in all parts of the
program—missing no more than one or two
sessions in the entire program. Before
registering, please contact:
Bruce Thron-Weber at 303-909-5965 or

brucethronweber(ãaol.com

8. AFSC birthday! Come celebrate and learn about Quaker values in Tuesday
Brenda Chung 43 5-755- action. 9-11:45
5137 Presenters: Shan Cretin, Regional Director,
cbrenda@msn.com AFSC Pacific Southwest Region; Marielle

Oetj en, Interim Associate Regional Director,
AFSC Central Region, others TBA



Continued...

9. Changing Our name “What is the outrageous claim of our Quaker Wed.
Back To “Friends of faith and how do we make it real.” 9-11:45
Truth”
Robert Griswald

10. The Utopian Vision This seminar will examine and discuss why Mon.
Todd Swanson utopian visions have fired the imagination of Tues.

people for millennia. Are Quakers engaged in an Wed.
utopian enterprise? Participants are urged to 9-11:45
read (or re-read) one book or study one movie
on utopias prior to or during the IMYM. Some
possible examples include: Anthem by Ayn
Rand; The Republic or The Laws! by Plato; The
Journal by George Fox; The City ofGod by
Augustine of Hippo; Utopia by Thomas More;
Brave New World or Island by Aldous Huxley;
Walden II by B.F. Skinner; or the Glass Bead
Game by Herrnann Hesse. Scores of other
novels, books, films and movies (including Star
Trek and The Matrix) examine the concept.

11. . “Migrant &Border CMBC has functioned as an informal committee Wed.
Concerns- 1 (CMBC) for about 7 years now. Membership has been 8:45-
Marybeth Webster and Jose those interested. It’s been proposed that CMBC 10:00
Ramirez become a regular committee of IMYM. Some
CMBC Committee possible agenda items might be:
members, contact: Shall CMBC proceed to propose regular
Tom Kowal meeting status in IIvIYM?
tomandannette@comcast.net If#1 is “yes”, what recommendation would

CMBC have regarding membership of the
committee?

FCNL funding request; recommendation to
IMYM Business Meeting?
. Consideration of Monthly Meeting
responses to 2007-2008 IIvIYM Query

2008 ReportlMinute on MBC

12.IMYM AFSC See the Guide for membership; generally, this Wed.
Committee committee is comprised of IMYM members who 10:00-
Tom Kowal are involved with AFSC on local, regional and 11:45

national levels. The Guide indicates that a report
from this committee comes to IMYM Continuing
Committee and to the Business Meeting. It has
not met for several years. Should this committee
be laid down? Or should it be revitalized and



serve to improve communication and
coordination among IMYM Friends and AFSC?
Possible topics for discernment/discussion:

• How can we be effective in building our
communications and coordination throughout
IIvIYM on immigration and border work, peace
work and the rest?
• How can we keep AFSC and IMYM
relevant to each other and to get the best results
from our efforts?
• The composition and function of the
IMYM AFSC Committee itself, membership and
participation.
• Coordination and communication within
and among IMYM’s AFSC programs and regions
in IMYM’s area. The AFSC-IMYM JSP is the
only common project.
• Aside from the major commitment ll\4YM
has to supporting the JSP, what would be the
IIvIYM AFSC Committee’s role or responsibility
for fund-raising for AFSC? Reporting?
• How do we relate to FIlM, 5-Years, Rocky
Mountain and other programmed Friends’
Meetings in the IMYM area who may [or may
not currently] be involved with AFSC?

13. 13 Global Warming: You can make a difference! Be a part of a Mon,
Answer the Call growing grassroots movement to minimize the tues,

Elna Otter effects of global warming. Elna Otter was one of wed
a group chosen from thousands of applicants to
be a messenger for Al Gore’s “Climate Project.”
She will present a two-part slideshow and
discussion on the science related to climate
change and proposed solutions. Learn how to
become carbon neutral and discuss the pros and
cons of climate-affecting policies.



CYM Schedule 2007 IMYM
Thursday

Time Age Group Coordinator Volunteers Activity Description

7:30 —8 — 8:30 Breakfast Parents / NA Breakfast
Guardians

8:15-9:00 0-3 (diapers, Audrey 1:3 Unstructured Play / Hiking
attention) Nicole (Adult:Child)
Multi-age (4 to 11) Eric 1:5 Modified Worship Sharing

Gretchen (Adult:Child)
9:00 —11:45 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 Unstructured Play & Snack

Nicole (Adult:Child)
3-5 Ghost Ranch NA Activities organized by and with the

Staff G.R. college staff
6-11 Ghost Ranch NA Activities organized by and with the

Staff G.R. college staff
12 -1 Lunch Parents / NA Lunch

Guardians
1-2:30 0-5 (nap) Audrey 1:3 Quiet Time / Reading! Nap

Nicole (Adult:Child)
6-11 Eric 1:5 Interest group Permaculture &

Gretchen (Adult:Child) Sustainability: A “Discovery” Hike
But any adult is with Landscape Architect Jennifer
welecorne who Wellington
has a curiosity!

2:30-3:30 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 Unstructured Play
Nicole (Adult:Child)

4-11 Eric 1:5 Swimming
Gretchen (Adult:Child)

More welcome-
must like
playing in the
pool!

3:30-4 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 Unstructured Play & Snacks
Nicole (Adult:Child)

4-11 Eric 1:5 Quaker reading & Snacks
Gretchen (Adult:Child)

Need a snack
coordinator, for
all 3 days

4-5 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 Unstructured Play
Nicole (Adult:Child)

4-11 Eric 1:5 Migrant perspective’s, Mexican folk
Gretchen (Adult:Child) Music and Games With Jose

Raniirez
5-6 Dinner Parents / NA Dinner

Guardians
6-7 5-11 Ghost Ranch NA JYF Board Games with JYF and

Staff “snack shack”
7-8 5-11 Parents NA Camp Fire Singing

Friday
Time Age Group Coordinator Volunteers Activity Description

7:30 — 8 — 8:30 Breakfast Parents / NA Breakfast
Guardians



8:15-9:00 0-3 (diapers, Audrey 1:3 Unstructured Play / Hiking
attention) Nicole (Adult:Chuld)
Multi-age (4 to 11) Eric 1:5 Modified Worship Sharing, about 30

Gretchen (Adult:Child) minutes of worship - role models
needed!

9:00 —11:45 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 Unstructured Play & Snack
Nicole (Adult:Child)

3-5 Ghost Ranch NA Activities organized by and with the
Staff G.R. college staff

6-11 Ghost Ranch NA Activities organized by and with the
Staff G.R. college staff

Friday (Continued)
Time Age Group Coordinator Volunteers Activity Description

12 -1 Lunch Parents / NA Lunch
Guardians

1-2:30 0-5 (nap) Audrey 1:3 Quiet Time / Reading! Nap
Nicole (Adult:Child)

6-11 Eric 1:5 A discussion about spiritual
Gretchen (Adult:Child) connection with Plenary speaker

Margery Mears Larrabee

2:30-3:30 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 Unstructured Play
Nicole (Adult:Child)

4-11 Eric 1:5 Swimming
Gretchen (Adult:Child)

More welcome-
must like
playing in the
pool!)

3:30-4:30 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 Unstructured Play & Snacks
Nicole (Adult: Child)

4-11 Eric 1:5 Snack Shack &
Gretchen (Adult:Child) Soccer with SYF at the Long House

4:30-5 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 Unstructured Play
Nicole (Adult:Child)

4-11 Eric 1:5 Quaker Reading
Gretchen (Adult: Child)

5-6 Dinner Parents! NA Dinner
Guardians

6-8:30 All Ages Parents! NA Activities organized by and with the
Guardians G.R. college staff

Saturday
Time Age Group Coordinator Volunteers Activity Description

7:30 — 8 — 8:30 Breakfast Parents! NA Breakfast
Guardians

8:15-9:00 0-3 (diapers, Audrey 1:3 Unstructured Play! Hiking
attention) Nicole (Adult:Child)
Multi-age (4 to 11) Eric 1:5 Modified Worship Sharing

Gretchen (Adult:Child)
9:00 —11:45 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 Unstructured Play & Snack

Nicole (Adult:Child)



Ghost Ranch
Staff

Activities organized by and with the
G.R. college staff

6-11

3-5 Ghost Ranch NA Activities organized by and with the
Staff G.R. college staff

NA

12 -1 Lunch Parents! NA Lunch
Guardians

1-2:30 0-5 (nap) Audrey 1:3 Quiet Time / Reading I Nap
Nicole (Adult:Child)

6-11 Eric 1:5 Alternatives to Violence with Jane
Gretchen (Adult:Child) Kroesen

2:30-3:30 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 Unstructured Play
Nicole (Adult:Child)

4-11 Eric :5 Swimming
Gretchen (Adult:Child)

More welcome-
must like
playing in the
pool!)

3:30-5 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 Unstructured Play & Snacks
Nicole (Adult:Child)

Saturday (Continued)

Time Age Group Coordinator Volunteers Activity Description
3:30 - 5 4-11 Eric 1:5 Snacks & Skit for Creativity Night

Gretchen (Adult:Child)
5-6 Dinner Parents! NA Dinner

Guardians
6 —9 4-11 Eric 1:5 Creativity Night

________________ Gretchen (Adult:Child)

Sunday
Time Age Group Coordinator Volunteers Activity Description
7:30 — 8 — 8:30 Breakfast Parents / NA Breakfast

Guardians
8:1 5-9:00 0-3 (diapers, Audrey 1:3 Unstructured Play I Hiking

attention) Nicole (Adult:Child)
Multi-age (4 to 11) Eric 1:5 Unstructured Play

Gretchen (Adult:Child)
9:00 —11:45 0-3 (diapers) Audrey 1:3 Unstructured Play & Snack

Nicole (Adult:Child)
3-5 Ghost Ranch NA Activities organized by and with the

Staff G.R. college stafflCYM
6-11 Ghost Ranch NA Worship sharing at Lower Pavilion

Staff
12 on Departure I Lunch Parents! NA Departure I Lunch

Guardians



CYM Early Days (0-11 years-olds)
Monday
Time Age Group Coordinator Volunteers Comments
8:45 — 9:00 All ages Gretchen 1:3 Modified Worship Sharing

(0-11) Adult:Child
ratio

9:00 — 12:00 0-3 Gretchen 1:3 Unstructured Play & Snack—
Adult:Child Children should be prepared for the
ratio weather including sun screen and

outdoor shoes.
Preschool G.R. Staff NA Activities organized by and with

the G.R. college staff.
Primary School G.R. Staff NA Activities organized by and with

the G.R. college staff.
12:00 — 1:00 Lunch Family I Guardian NA
Afternoon Family / Guardian If needed 3 all day work shops are offered in

Early Days. If parents want to
attend these we will be looking for
afternoon and possibly evening
help. Check www.imym.org cym
folder for volunteer list, or contact
Eric.

Evening Family / Guardian If Needed See afternoon comments

Tuesday
Time Age Group Coordinator Volunteers Comments
8:45 — 9:00 All ages Gretchen 1:3 Modified Worship Sharing

(0-11) Adult:Child
ratio

9:00 — 12:00 0-3 Gretchen 1:3 Unstructured Play & Snack —

Adult:Child Children should be prepared for the
ratio weather including sun screen and

outdoor shoes.
Preschool G.R. Staff NA Activites organized by and with the

______________

G.R. college staff
Primary School G.R. Staff NA Activites organized by and with the

G.R. college staff
12:00— 1:00 Lunch Family! Guardian NA
Afternoon Family / Guardian If needed 3 all day work shops are offered in

Early Days. If parents want to
attend these we will be looking for
afternoon and possibly evening
help. Check www.iinvm.org cym
folder for volunteer list, or contact
Eric.

Evening Family / Guardian If Needed See afternoon comments

Wednesday
Time Age Group Coordinator Volunteers Comments
8:45 — 9:00 All ages Gretchen 1:3 Modified Worship Sharing

(0-11) Adult:Child
ratio

9:00 — 12:00 0-3 Gretchen 1:3 Unstructured Play & Snack —

Adult:Child Children should be prepared for the



ratio weather including sun screen and
outdoor shoes.

Preschool G.R. Staff NA Activites organized by and with the
G.R. college staff.

Primary School G.R. Staff NA Activites organized by and with the
G.R. college staff

12:00— 1:00 Lunch Family/Guardian NA
Afternoon Family I Guardian If needed Only Quaker Studies meets at this

time. All other interest groups will
be compited.

Evening Family / Guardian NA



Children’s Yearly Meeting - 2007
We look forward to welcoming the youngest among us to Children’s Yearly Meeting (CYM)
2007. GYM is for children between 0 and 11 (children who have not yet finished fifth grade).
Because there are very different needs within this age group, we provide nursery (0-3 + those
who use diapers and still need naps), preschool (potty-trained, 3-5) and children’s (6-11)
activities.

EARLY DAYS SCHEDULE
During the early days we provide care and activities in the mornings (when adult workshops are
scheduled) and encourage families to play and nap together in the afternoons (no care or
activities are provided). If you plan to attend one of the three full-day workshops offered during
the early days, and therefore need full-day childcare, please call Eric Swanson - GYM 2007
Coordinator Ph: (928) 674-5680/ email: thregreatswanny@mac.com or Gretchen Reinhardt —

(480) 968-4056/ email: processadvocate@earthlink.net so that appropriate arrangements can be
made. If there is a need, we will also be looking for volunteers to help with day care in the
afternoons and/or evenings during early days.

IMYM SCHEDULE
During IMYM proper, GYM provides planned activities in the mornings and afternoons for all
age groups, and evening activities for the 5-11 year-olds. Care is not provided during scheduled
meal times.

All ages gather at 8:15 each morning for a modified worship sharing. The babies remain
together until they are picked up at 12:00 for lunch. After 9:00am, the 3-5 & 6-11 year olds join
the Ghost Ranch staff activities until noon (when children are picked-up for lunch).

GYM regroups after lunch for Quaker-focused activities from 1pm to 5pm. The babies remain in
the nursery for nap time. Preschoolers who need naps are asked to join the babies after lunch so
that the children settle down for a nap as a group. Older preschoolers who do not need a nap
(and who are potty trained) can join the older group’s activities: worship sharing, making music,
playing games with the JYF or SYF groups, creating crafts, swimming and learning from our
keynote speaker and interest group leaders. Snacks are provided in the afternoon

Following the evening meal, LMYM often has family-friendly activities such as campfire-singing
and talent night. Ghost Ranch staff will also offer evening activities from 7-8:30 for ages 5 and
up.

FORMS We Need for Each Child
Please be sure to complete the 1) release, 2) pennission & 3) health forms, and send them in as
part of your family’s registration packet.



Please plan to bring either a rough-terrain stroller or a backpack for your baby or toddler so the
group can go for a walk together.
We request that families notify us of special needs- whether dietary, behavioral, or physical - so
that staff and volunteers can provide a safe and comfortable setting appropriate for the entire
group.

MANDATORY Parent’s Meeting
At 6:30pm on Wednesday, immediately before the 7pm IMYM Welcoming Activities, there will
be a mandatory parent orientation gathering outside of the Lower Pavilion where we expect to
meet parents and children. The JYF orientation will be happening at this time as well. If this
presents a scheduling conflict for your family, please let the GYF coordinators know ahead of
time.

CONTACT Information and THINGS TO REMEMBER
Be sure to bring your sunscreen, hat, swimsuit, towel, good humor, hiking shoes (strollers or
child-carrier pack), water bottle, games, and plenty of positive energy to share. We are looking
forward to an exciting and enjoyable, time with each of you at GYM! Eric Swanson - CYM
2007 Coordinator Ph: (928) 674-5680/ email: thregreatswanny@mac.com or Gretchen
Reinhardt — (480) 968-4056/ email: processadvocate(2learthlink.net

Volunteering at IMYM
Children’s Yearly Meeting
We are in need of volunteers to make GYM a success for our kids! Please look at our GYM
schedule and sign up on the volunteer list for the section of the day you are available and
interested in. The volunteer list is posted at www.imym.org in the Children’s Yearly Meeting
folder. Also you will be able to contact us through the website. Volunteers are asked to be
interactive with the kids, and show great curiosity and role modeling for the children.
If you have a talent to share, or a story to tell, if you wish your worship sharing group had the
benefit of hearing the insights of young children, if you enjoy holding babies or cuddling /
ruiming after toddlers, if you enjoy reading books out loud or playing tag or splashing around in
the swimming pool, then GYM would love your volunteer energy! Come share your Light with
the youngest Friends, and enrich your Yearly Meeting experience. Children’s Yearly Meeting is
located near the Dining Room, so it is accessible to Friends of all ages who can help. We
especially encourage Friends without young children to volunteer so that parents with young
children have an opportunity to volunteer for other kinds of activities. We will confirm with you
prior to arrival at Ghost Ranch as part of our effort to coordinate volunteers so that you can
choose your volunteer hours at times that work for you in the IMYM schedule. Eric Swanson -

GYM 2007 Goordinator Ph: (928) 674-5680/ email: thregreatswaimy@mac.com or Gretchen
Reinhardt — (480) 968-4056/ email: processadvocate@eartfflink.net


